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JANUARY 7, 1969
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

•

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County'

mal, Yet!

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

•

'United Press_ International

•

In Our Nth Year

Mrs. Sally Burk
Dierifere'r
-

1Seen&Heard
Around --Murray

Mrs. SellY Bark. widow
Wade Burk, passed away Tues.
day at 9:45 am. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 90 years of age and her
death followed a long illness.
The deceased was a resident of Lynnville and is survived by one daughter, Ouida Burk
of Lynnville, two grandchildren, and four great grandchildren. A son, Hosea Burk, died
five years ago.
Funeral services were held
today at two p.m at the Lynnville Church of Christ with
Bro. Jack London officiating.
Burial was in the Lynnville
Cemetery.

A pleasant visit from John Calhoun, a young men who lives
near New Providence.
John collects old things, old
bottles, antiques, or what have
you and be was out looking for
some old bottles the other day.
"'"Fie didn't find an old bottle,
but he did find a bottle. Re
geported that the bottle was
,,bring in the ditch, nearly covered with mud. He started to
pass it by, ashen • glint of
green caught his eye. He stopped to pick it up and when be
washed off the mud, a pretty
' sight met his eye.

-ow up is Ma
mother for it.

i go to work there.
ne of the beat peomaineas. My mother
ayel agency around
TIVID121-611lli-e-moiffei to hand out dentist
agency cards to the

• • •
DID a four or fiveon the "Donna Reed
ch she admits condos happy a TV fam"Daktari" troupe—
s guested on "Perry
Farmers Doughtier programs. She
lessons, skis, cooks.
Ush terrier named
I has a letter from
ennedy congratulateing the most physhoolgirl in the San
'Bey. And she's Misr. Lines will form
nd left, please.

tt

Mai: Gen
PUEBLO DEAL
Gilbert H. Woodward, the
'4 A miniature panorama met his man on the "firing line" in
interested gam A tiny fern sur.,_ migOtiations that resulted Anrounded by moss was in Ake
release of the intelligence
center of the bottle which was- -SliffrInieSlo crew, lance to
lying on the side. In some way
reporters at. Panmunjo.no.
dirt had gotten into the bottle,
South Korea, after signing a
then dirt plugged up the neck
release document. Woodof the bottle. Even though temward is. senior U.N. Comperatures have dipped as low
mand delegate to the Milias seven and hoary frosts have
tary Armistice Commission
wiped the landscape clean of
Radiophoto)
at the site.
greenery, the tiny fern appal.ently bad grown and prospered
In its little bed of moss.
Presented quite a pretty picture
as John brought it in for us to
look at too. Apparently' the
glass bad kept out the cold and
as the sun shined on the dirt
covered bottle, the fern mete
ed enough heat, Then too, with
ai the bottle 'topped up with dirt,
en atmosphere all its own was
created inside the bottle, complete with moiature. This fav'sired the fern and the moss
too.

tements should be
Nashville District
0 Box 1070, NashDee 37202, by Jan-

Life his many ugly facets, many
!Waterside *gists, many law*
maul/ Wrongs, many inequith$.
sadness and heartbreak. They
• all slid Into the background for
a moment is we peered into
this delightful tiny garden of
Eden which arose from some
quirk of circumstance. As one
gases on this small sight, be
almost feels as though he is
intruding.
Our sympathy to Mrs. Robert
Vaughn.

.fopA Y

• Reading somewhere where a
fellow said "what you don't
know won't help you either'.

-- Rafe Jones comes in to say
__Ledger and Times classified ads
are "too good'.' Folks called
him half the night in answer
• to his classified ad.

thru Sat:

STWOOD
VOISIN

Ws will just have to agree with
Rafe. Them wanteede do it.

nor

Thanks to the nice lady over
at Boone Chimers. We got a
gold looking shirt for Christmas with a matching tie. Real
hot stuff. We got the gold Mild
back, but the tie was missing.
This was almost • disaster, because what are you going to do
shirt without a gold
• with a gold
tie. We called her and by the
time we got back home last
night, there it was. We can now
be with the "in crowd" and
wear our gold shirt and tie.
Wife had. headache Van night
and we called on our culinary
skill to produce supper.
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Zsa Zsa Fined For
Unladylike Talk
LONDON (UPI) — Actress
Zsa Zsa Gabor was fined $24 in
a suburban magistrate's court
today for using language to
customs men which "was not
the language one would. expect
-from a lady."
She was also fined $96 for
trying to bring a dog into Britain without permission, And
she was further ordered to pay'
$45 costs.
The case arose from an incident at Londoe Airport Noe.
8 when the blond Hungarianborn actress was arriving from
Chicago.
Miss Gabor attended the
hearing at Uxbridge Court in
London's western outskirts, not
far from Heathrow Airport.
Site turned up in a silver grey
Rolls-Royce and was wearing a
white fur coat with matching
off-white handbag and gloves.
Prosecutor Llewellyn Jones
told the court the customs men
noticed Miss Gabor was carrying a smell zip bag with a
grille in the side and an animal's face could be seen inside,
Asked what was ih the bag
she said it was a terrier which
had been out of Britain only 10
weeks. But under British health
laws, all animals entering the
country must spend six montns
in quarantine.
"From then on," the prosecutor said, -the- offensive Ian
guage took over. It was not the
language one would expect
from a lady, or indeed from any
women although there must be
some excuse for it.
will not repeat the language unless asked to do Se
When Miss Gabor was asked to
wait by customs officials she
said: 'I don't soond-so- watt foa nyone'."
"Asked by a customs official
'Will you come into my office,
madam?' Miss Gabor replied:
'Don't call me madam, my soand-so name is Zsa Zsa Gabor',"
the prosecutor told the court.
He said the actress was then
approached by a policeman. She
said to him: "Take your 0o-ends° hat off when. you talk to a
so-and-so lady."
''To put it mildly, she expressed disapproval of British
law," the prosecutor said.

We rooted around in the pantry, looked in the refrigerator
(we used to cell it an ice bog
but we have changed with the
changing times. Of course it
originally was an ice box, literally. You put ice in it. Fifty
THREE CITED
pounds every day. Worked pretty good but every now and then
Three persona were cited by
the milk got "blinky") and we
couldn't see anything much the Murray Police Department
on Tuesday. They were for
• that we could do in a jiffy.
speeding at 4:15 p.m. and 6:30
Finally we spotted this can of p.m. and for disregarding a
Kelley's Chicken and Dumpl- stop sign et six p.M.
_
,red chickings (this is pron
en-n-dumplins). itt opened this
can into a pall and turned on
the heat and watched it bubble
sway. It had a pretty good
slice of white chicken meat in
4Lr•
••••••
the dumplings, then the youngMrs. B. C. (Nell) Allbritten
not
why
says
and
est comes by
of Murray underwent back surput some of the white turkey gery at the Baptist Memorial
brilwas
a
. meat in too This
Hospital, Memphis. Tenn., on
liant idea..-so we got our big 'Tuesday
chunk of white turkey meat out
of the refrigerator and put in
For those who would like ta
several slicer. Fixed up some send her cards or letters, her
toast and boiled some water for address is Mrs. Nell Allbritten,
hot tea, and there you were, Baptist
Memorial
Hospital,

Mrs. Allbritten
Undergoes Surgery
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 8, 1969

Room 1097. Union East, Men•
(Cottfleurto otritatit-IraVier''--tifiTs. Term

xplosiou
ks South
Fulton School
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Zscoil'EtchtrEePta ffrerrobacto Sales To
Begin Here On Next Monday

FRANKFORT, Ky. En —
Young people should work for
change through the established
political structure, Gov. Louie
B. Nunn told his Student AdviROUTH FULTON, Teen- (UPT) sory Commission Tuesday.
—An explosion rocked a roma , "I agree that there are some
adjoining the gymnasium at the changes needed, but these
South Fulton High School hem changes can and must be initTuesday, injuring four boys and iated within the. _ guidlines of
causing minor &armee to the this Republic," the governor
building.
said.
Roger Duncan, 16, was treat"People can be helped, probed at Fulton, Ky., hospital ter lems can be solved, the future
Mrs. Jean Willis of the Specthird degree burns and trans- can be shaped—but only by ial Education Class for Murray
.
, The opening day of dark fir..-cured td•acco In Calloway
ferred to • Memphis, Teen., men and women who care eno- and Calloway County will be
ed tobacco sales in Murray will County were 90 for 1968 and
hospital. Authorities said the ugh to do the hard, disciplined the guest speaker at the meetopen on Monday, January 13, harvested acres of burley were
other youths, RodnerDuncen, thinking and the work that is ing of the Hazel Woman's Club
according to Holmes Ellis, man- 202 for 1968, according to fig16, Richard Batts, 16, and Ren- necessary." Nunn said.
to be held Thursday, January
ages- of the Western' Dark Fir- ures released by ASCS office.
nie Brown, 14, remained at
The governor proposed a se- 9, at seven p.m. at the club
ed Tobacco Growers Associatries of campus "brain storm- room.
Fulton.
ion.
Firemen said an investigation ing" sessions to obtain 'the
The devotion will be given by
Ellis said the poundage for
was under way to determine broadest possible range of Mrs. Jerry Thompson. Hostessthe 1968 dark fired crop is ex,the cause of the explosion. Gea ideas."
es will be Mrs. Danny Outland pected to have an increase of
Each student was asked to end_Mrs. Gerald Ray.
Thirty-three University and ohmic used to clean &this*
a million pounds this year.
high scbo.01 students from the equipment may haee. base ter arrange a session at his or her: Mrs. J. W .Jones, president;
Witiithis increase, Ellis said,
Church of Christ cOngregations volved, one fireman talk
- campus between Feb. 10 and urges all members to attend.
this should make the sale for
May 31.
In Murray and Calloway Cowsapproximately
.7,%
million
---Nunfr- dJi,.ed —
a Personal Evangepounds for the market at Murmeeting
of the commission,
lism Seminar held at the Hilraj, and Mayfield.
composed of elected studentton Hotel in Dallas, Texas, durTobeeeo is one of the largbocIy
presidents
at
the
state's
holidays.
ing the recent
est cash crops for the farmers
The Calaway County High
colleges
and
universities.
sponsored
The seminar was
in the Purchase Area with the School was entered over the
The funeral for Master MiDuring a question-and-answer
Jim Bryan of 8134 Minerva Murray
by • Church of Christ congre- chael Don Bailey will be held
market being one of weekend and one microphone
gation in Dallas. The group left Thursday at two p.m. at the session, the students asked a- Place, Murray, has entered the the largest markets.
on a desk in the foreign langMemorial
Hospital,- Sales are held on the
Murray December 27 and re- New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church -.bout the draft, state aid to pri- Baptist
four uages room was stolen, accordvate colleges and-summer jobs. Memphis, Tenn., for special
turned on December 31.
Murray Loose Leaf Floors, Do- ing to the Deputy Sheriff Gene
with Rev. Billy Gallimore ofBoth the questions and th tests.
Chaperones for the group ficiating.
governor's answers were, for His address is Jim Bryan, ran's, Farris, Growers, and Parker.
were Gerald Ellison, emaciate
Pallbearers Will be Terry the most part, general in
Planters.
The Sheriff's office was notina- Baptist
Memorial
Hospital,
pastor of theteventh and Pop- Wayne Farris, Billy Joe King'
The Agricultural Stabiliza- fied of the breakin Tuesday
ture,
although
Nunn
did
proRoom
934,
Madison
West,
MemChrist,
Mrs.
!elChurch
of
lar
tion and Conservation Service morning by Supt. Boron Jeffins, David Kingins, and Bitty pose tax credits as a way of
phis, Tenn,
lison, and John Dale, director Carrot. Burial will be in the
here in Murray said that 1887 rey.
of the University Student Cen- McCuiston Cemetery with the helping private college stud.
acres of dart fired tobacco
eats
Parker said the breakin to
ter and minister of the New arrangements by the Blalock.:
were harvested in Calloway the building was discovered
Providence Church of Christ.
Home.
County
in
1988.
Coleman Funeral
when the school opened this
Over 1200,college and univerThe Murray Market closed morning.
The little boy, age seven
sity students from throughout months, died Tuesday at tkil5
the season's sale of Type 35,
Entry was gained by breaking
the United States attended the a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The University School year- Air Cured tobacco on Monday a window in the foreign langseminar. Bro. Ellison said the County Hospital. His immedwith the season's average be- uages room and then prised
up
Readers are reminded of the books for 1968 have arrived at ing $41.19. 011ie Barnett
purposes of the conference iate cause of death was pneusaid the latch, according to the dewere to teach the necessity of monia. Master Bailey was bore George Bennette piano concertline school for distribution.
270,292
pounds
of
'air
cured
toChrist, what one has to share May 28. 1968, at the local hos- which will be presented here - Persons who ordered the bacco were sold here for puty sheriff. The person or persons left by the front door.
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in tht Fine books are asked to get their $111,336.40.
in Christ, how to share Christ,
Deputy Sheriff .Parker said,
copies at the school.
and motivating the person to t:414
The harvested acres of air string was strung about the
Survivors are his paned,* Arts handing. The concert is
sad is presented by the
share Christ. The group was Mr. and Mrs. Don =
,,.4:4
building and a note,Yras attachArts CeelattaltimF-4111
given an opportunity for tnoti- Hama Route Two;
ed to a typewriter. On the
:
preiram
ration When they went cod on
to
carry
cultural
ents, Mr.'and Mrs. James Car.
blackt-sard of the foreign langthe streets of Dallas on Decemp
ntatkotts
throughout
the
rol of Hardin and hlr. and
uages building was listed the
bet 30 to talk with the pedest- Loman Bailey of New illimeard; state.
time and the date, January 4,
Bennette who is blind, atrians there, according to Bro,
great grandparents, Mt. and
for the breakin, 'etldently left
ConservaEllison.
tended
the
Oberland
Mrs. John Alton of Hardin and
by the person or persons entory, the Juilliard School of
Mrs. Nellie Carrol of Almo.
tering the building, according
Music and the Royal Academy
Bill Stubblefield was elected Union were given at the board to Deputy Sheriff Parker.
of Music in London.
The Calloway County High
He has had a highly success- chairman of the Calloway Coun- meeting.
The report on the Title III School building was entered
ful career and now lives in ty Board of Education at the
New York with his wife and first meeting of the year held program for Calloway County once before during the current
two sons where he is Directo Monday evening at th. office had been prepared by Edward school term.
BURLINGTON, Ky. (UPI) —
Deputy Sheriff Parker said
of the Lighthouse Music School of the superintendent, Buron Curd, supervisor, and was exThree Eastern Kentucky Unithe equipment in the foreign
plained by Supt. Jeffrey.
and a member of the faculty Jeffrey.
versity students are to appear
Present for the meeting were languages room was worth aMADISONVILLE. Ky. (UN)— of the College of Mount Saint
in. Boone County Court Thurs- The City ,Council Monday night
Stubblefield is from the New all five members of the board, bout $15,000, but only the one
Vincent.
day on charges of stealing two voted to raise the salaries of
Those planning to attend are Concord district and is start Supt. Jeffrey, and Asst Supt. microphone was reported missHolstein cows and selling them 140 municipal employes, ret- urged to
ing.
remember to use the ing on his second four -leer Miller.
at the Cincinnati Stockyards.
Personnel of the county supreactive to Jan. 1.
back door of the building since term as a member of the board.
Charges were filed against
Calvin Key of the-Hazel dis- erintendent's office are CharThe cost of the, raises for The main entrance is blocked by
Gayle Reed, 18, Crittenden; policemen, firemen and munici- construction.
of_pupil
-There is no ad- trict was elected as vice-chile- lie L. Lassiter,_director,
-Gordon Dunn, 18, Walton, and pal employes was estimated at mission
man. He was elected to the personnel. Edward turd,'supcharge.
Census — Adults .... 106
Jeffery Cook, 18, Morning View $86,000 annually.
board in 1966 for a four year ervisor, Mrs. Hogancamp, lunchCensus — Nursery
.
5
All were accused of taking
term
room supervisor, Mrs. Lillie
Police and firemen, currently
Admissions, January 6, 1969
the cows from the farm of average $335 per month. A
Serving from the Almo and Dunn, treasurer, Mrs. Lucille
-Mrs. Patricia Sons and baby
Richard Courtney it Verona breakdown of the new increas.Faxon districts is Robert T. Ross, health nurse, Mrs. Phyllis
and selling them to a produce es was to be issued later toRoss who was elected in the Robinson. part time clerical boy, 500 South 7th Street, Murray; Mrs. Wanda Knight and
company for $223.92.
1966 election.
day.
worker,_ Miller, and Jeffrey.
baby boy, Route 1, Almo; Mrs.
The funeral for Elmer JackBoone County Deputy Sheriff
Clara Mitchell and baby boy,
Tino new board members,
son of Tri City, Mayfield Route
Chester Henderson said he wis
Route: 1,'Murray; Miss Amy
One, was held Tuesday at one Ferrell Miller of the Lynn
contacted Monday by an offiJohnson, 1000 South 16th St.,
p.m. at the Jackson Funeral Grove District and Lubie E.
cial of the produce company,
Murray; William Camp, Route
Home Chapel, Dukedom, Tenn., Parrish of the Kirksey District
who became suspicious because
1, Murray; Mrs. Lorine Rougewith Rev.'A. G. Kesterson of- were sworn in as new memthe three appeared so young.
The church officers for 1969 ficiating.
The Captain Wendell Oury mont, Dover, Tenn.; Master Dabers of the board on Monday
"They wanted to know if we
Chapter of the Daughters of vid Boyd, 1604 Kirkwood Drive,
Burial was in the,Dublin Ce- evening.
had a report of stolen cattle," of the Immanuel Lutheran
Douglas Shoemaker, Callo- the American Revolution will Murray; Mrs. Anna Todd, 311
Henderson said. At that time Church, 15th and Main Streets. metery near Lynnville. Jackson. age 77, a retired far- way County Court Clerk, was have its wegular luncheon meet- North 13th Street, Murray; Jeshe had none, but about a half will be formerly installed into
rislh,
yn Ro
chuetseter3,,4M15
urna
Nyo.l
hour later Courtney reported office at the worship service- mer, died Saturday at 6:55 p.m. present at the board meeting ing at the Triangle Inn on Sat- smiewsPaErve
on Sunday, January 12.
at the Fuller-Morgan Hospital. to swear the new members in- urday, January 11, at noon.
his cows stolen.
Billy
Gallamore
will
begin
Mrs. Doris Nance will pre- 4th Street. Murray; Mrs. CarSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. to office.
Henderson then asked Cinray
lyn Bray. b1o6y15StHaarinksiltoRnt:utMeolr:
cinnati police to detain the the second year of his two yen Gertie Jackson, daughter. Miss 4. Miller succeeds William N. sent the program on the "Bas- o
Baby
youths when they returned to term in office as president of Martba_Frances Jackson of Los Murdock and Parrish succeeds ics of DAR".
The hostess for the luncheon Benton: Thomas Parker, Route
Angeles, Calif.; two stepsons, Jim Washer. Both Murdock and
get a check from the cattle the congregation.
Officers recently elected to Jack and James Crittendon if Washer have served on the meeting is Mrs. Ralph Slow. 6, Murray Harry Shekell, Route
sale.
- Detroit, Mich.; brother, Otis board of education for twelve Mrs. Leon Jones, regent, urges 3, Miirray; Mrs. Martha Kinley,
The three also were charged two year terms by the cony,
410 North 1st Street, Murray.
all members to attend.
with the theft and subsequent gation were J. D. Teitloff, vice, Jackson of Detroit, Mich.; two years.
Dismissals
Supt. Jeffrey said that, the
sale of a bull from the farm of president; Don Van Herck, sec- -sisters,.Mrs. Zell Killebrew and
L. D. Workman, 200 South
FREE PUPPlas
Earl Jones near Crittenden, two retary; Donald Jones, treasor Mrs. Jewell Pentecost of De- Members of ,the board, Asst.
em: Elbert Hacker, financial acc• troit, Mich.; eight step grand- Supt. William B. Miller, and
9th Street, Murray; Miss Debweeks ago.
retarY; Louis Williams, truste9. children.
himself would attend the state
Six puppies about 214 months bie Key, Route 1, Farmington;
meeting for orientation of new old, part border Collie and Col- Mrs June Adams and baby boy,
board members to be at Louis- lie. If interested phone 753- 101 College Court, MSU, Murray; Mrs. Imogene Herndon,
vIlle starting at four p.m. on 4366_
Route 5, Murray; Master Jeffrey
Sunday, January 19. and conUnited Pro*. I st•reatleak1
Crarrott, 1125 Circarama Drive,
tinuing through Monday. JanMurray; Noel Fairris, Route 1,
uary 20.
Murray; Andrew Garrett, 604
by United Press International
During the state meeting the
Vine Street, Murray.
Mostly cloudy today through'
participants will be studying
Thursday with occasional rain
Kentucky school law, finance,
changing to snow flurries early
communication and personal reThursday. High today upper
lations, local, state, and federal
30s to upper 40s Low tonight
relations, functions of the loupper Ms northwest to 30s elsecal board of education, and
The Women of the Moose will
when.
functions of the local school
have a call meeting tonight
system.
(Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. at
Mrs. John Clines, elementary
nemucky Lake: 7 a m 354.2,
the lodge hall on North 18th
art teacher for Calloway Coundown 02; below dam 307.5,
Street.
ty, has submitted her resignadown 0.9.
All women are urged to at
tion • and it was accepted by
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.),
tend this special call meeting
the board. Mrs. Clines' husband
down 0.4; below dam 312.5,
has been transferred to HopkCLOBBERS YOUNGSTERS
down 1.1.
NOW YOU KNOW
insville and they will be movJohn McCormack. 77, tin old
Sunrise 7:10; sunset 4:57.
ing
there.
pol
it
Hot'ician
South
Moon rises 9:50 p.m.
by United Prow International
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING LATE drew members, of the U.S. intA leave of absence due to
ton. it,ms, to kripr with the
telligenee ship Pueblo relea
In 1790, the year of the first
by North Korea do then
illness was granted to Mrs. Le!•titingei men who have bren
Chriatmas shopping late at LC. Balboa Navin Hisapital esIFIVE-DAT FORECAST
Wood, remedial 'ea sting it was tinie foi
U.S. census, the population cen• onard (Ann)
change in San Diem). Calif. rorn left are communication:4
reading teacher- for Almo and
.-LOIJISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
etiongs• in Corlsrretsis -and ter of the nation was 23 miles
T/2 Rodney R Duke. rnyetit. Mb*: communication., T '2
The ?ive-day Kentucky weather
Lynn Grove Elementary schools.
clobbered them. He won his east of Baltimore, Mil It is now
Reports on the local schools,
outlook, Thursdny through Sat.
Anthony A
Toroitia. Ohio. and-fiteni,so How yiri
+ninth term
as House_
speak.
. , 6.3 miles northwest of Centrathe
lunch
toning,
and
tramper-•
'fithia Idgfetr
by a 178.58 vote.
lia,
.er
.

Mrs. Jean Willis
Guest Speaker For
Hazel Woman's Club

Million Pound Increase Is
Expected Oyer Last Year

Students, Churches
Of Christ Attend
Seminar In Dallas

Breakin Is

Michael Don Bailey
Funeral Thursday-

Jim Bryan Patient
Memphis Hospital

University School
Pianist Will Be
Yearbooks Here
Presented Tonight ,

Stubblefield Named As
airman Of Calloway Board

Eastern Students
Charged In Sale
Of Holstein Cows

Madisonville
Police-Firemen
Get Pay Raise

Hospital Report

Funeral Rites'Held
For Elmer Jackson

_
DAR Luncheon
Be Held Saturday

Lutheran Church To
Install Officers

WEATHER REPORT

Women Of Moose
Meet Here Tonight
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consolidation of the :Murray Ledger. The Calloway Talmo sea
The Times-Herald. October 20, 19211, Ind the West Easteddria.
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-TV
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We morn the right to react an Advertising. Letters to the WSW.
or Public Voice At
which, in our opinkia are not for the best
interest of our readers.
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NATIONAL REaltZBENTATIVE13: WALLACE WITMER
Madison Are, iiinaptds. Tenn; Time k Lie Bldg.. New 00S111110
York, NY, fa.•
Steppe:lion Bldg.. Darya. Mien.
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entered at the Bei Office, Murray. leanesetego tar
tremelmas as •77.4r:
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1110111NalEMOIS
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DISCUSS PROstEms FACING JEWS- Meeting in Rome to discuss the Middle Ed$C.liallAtiOrl and other problems facing
Jews. Dr. Nathan Goldman deft; of Paris, president of the
World Jewish Council. and Rabbi Joachim Prins of Orange,
N.J.. chairmarrxif the WJC governing council. preside at a
reidiiiyiksterr
meeting of tn.- conned.
-

rdc.:sI
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C5S E••••••• News

Centinuous Showing
From 1 pm Daily

Maverick

THURSDAY EVENING elteCouiass..00- Newra: OVIlw
:I Drain loom

ti

=•-•""" kw
Ja••Mait
SSOW.Jews.
lanalion inters Show 55aN0400

=
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Escaped Green Beret Major
n Gongs
111ed "Sneaky" By

AT LANSING, Mich - Dr. Selig B. Neubardt, an
he thinks people with sexnal probienss should not seek the advice of physicians: CA
-The average physician is not free enough from his
own hangups to cousel in sex problems."

55 Inves•le
30 °menet 'Is
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JuPtyMarkets

by United Press Internetieset
Today is Wednesday., Jan. 8,
the eighth day of 1989 with 357 Kentucky burley tobacco sale;
Tuesday as reported by the state
By DANIEL SOUTHER LAND,
ions" for him.
to follow.
, He made only a very short
The moon is between Ns fall Department of Agriculture:
loomfield
314008 $70.83
SAIGON UPI - The Viet Cone statement . . Rowe was app- phase and last quarter.
328.810 71.47
guards called tam "sneaky and raised as'stubbornoolLowas the
The morning stars are Jupiter Bowling Green
1,213,004 74.48
Carrollton
smart" and beat him each time student-type stubborness. That and Mars.
387.418 73.40
means be was sneaky and very
The evening stars are Saturn Covington
For whether we be beside ourselves, it is to God: or be tried to escape.
Cynthiana
565.530 73.49
The jungle jailers tried niniyl smart."
and Venus.
whether we be sober, it is for your cause.
Danville
593,272 72.91
to starve him and let him rot for
Thuong said he knew ofthrie
On this day in history:
-11 Corinthians 5:11 five years.
No Sale
In 1815, Gen. Andrew Jack- Franklin
vain escapes by the beret. What
When we serve God and man with real enthusiasm
MASI 72.58
Gfaen Beret Maj. James Rowe happened to escapees upoo re- son won the Battle of New Or. Glasgow
and seal, lukewarm people usually think we are crazy., not only frustrated
506.424 71.32
Viet Coca turn? "They were beaten aid leans, killing some 700 British Greensburg
Harrodsburg
504,824 72.96
troops.
sitaimpts to pry useable propag. insulted by the guards."
In 1887. Congress approved Henderson
12,526 69.40
Thuong said.this'was done to
aids "confessions" from him
346,376 71.63
but is today on his way borne Rowe. He also said Rowe onee legislation providing suffrage Hopkinsvilie
4921,476 72.27
%after a fourth and successful. was kept chained for two mouths for Negroes in the District of Horse Cave
Columbia.
Lebanon
519.798 71.90
escape attempt. Rowe has yet to log me escape attempt.
LEDGER a Tunas FRE
••
0
2,981)394 73.57
publicly detail his ordeal but a
b 11641.11411. President Wilson Lexingtcm
143,496 71.74
_o_o Viet cow official who has doNot Close Enough
o presented his 14-point plan for London
peace to Congress - which 1st- Louisville
506,142 72.14
•
Joe B. McDougal, USN, son of Mr. and Mn. ft. P. fected has told of Rowe's five
Mayfield
100,128 71.81
Then there was the agony for er turned it down.
years in a green hell.
McDougal of Murray Route Two, is serving aboard the
1,275444 73.30
le
Phung Van Thuong,
detect- the GIs when U. S. troops, hunt- theIn 1963, the first session of
submarine tender Ut3f3 Howard W. Gilmore stationed at or
86th Congress opened. It Morehead
465,324 73.12
guerrillas, approached
has been assigned to questioi
the'did not adjourn until Dec. 30th. Mt. Sterling
Key West, Fla., which is standing by to aid in the eTiteU- and "reeducate" captured GIs. jag
856,848 73.96
jungle prison. Shells began fall(-beA
thought
for
titian of American citizens from Cuba.
the
day - Owensboro re
372,398 72.24
Thuong's report after defoctioe log on the- guerrilLo camp.
American Poet James Rummell Paducah
Molly Guthrie, age 105,
No.Sale
was wounded y
North First Street, thought came in UPI hands before Rowe's
a8 Lowell said.
"Then it is the . Paris
to be the oldest person in 00.1loway County, died at her escape and had to be kept sec- ment. The U. S. troops reached
582,418 73.77
home yesterday.
ret. Nov it can be told.
to within several hundred yards brave men chooses, while the Richmond
533,182 71.97
coward stands aside."
Russellville
Timone said Rowe was regard- of where Rowe and the others lay.
316,792 71.98
Marine Capt. WWI= E. Rudolph is pictured being
Shelbyville
1,177,676 74.22
congratulated by his Division Inspector upon receiving a ed by his captors as their most The guards ran away. The prisonoutstan
ding"uncooperative" prisoner. He ers did not clare run.
Americans, "Rowe was much Springfield
342.524 71.97
Certificate of Achievement for
performance
.
436,814 71.15
"They lay there and dared not respected by his men," Thuong Somerset
of duty while serving with the Marine Ground Porte in said the 30-year-old soldier from
W inctiester
McAllen, Tex., had been one of move because of the heavy fire said.
72.77
Lebanon from July 18 to September 14.
TO431
siz Americans held in a Mekong from U. S. helicopters above.
873.811
Charles Byers of Murray Training School won first
Delta jungle camp 150 miles sou- They just lay there resignedly
place in the county soil conservation essay contest which
thwest of Saigon. Thuong saw him in the camp, It was lucky that
1969 Caprice Coupe
brought 222 entries. Harold Craig of Hazel High won in 1967.
they were It hit by the shells,
second and Nettle Weatherly of Murray High won third.
otherwise they would have been
Not Ehough Food
all killed."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Ten Years Ago Today

Qom
mown

"There was not
uØ to eat,
there was
nadldree. Some of
the prissmrs were sick for yeaLEDGES a TINES FHA
s. GratIsilly he, Rowe, seemed
accustomed to the climate. He
suffered no disease but was rathDeaths reported today are Barber Singleton, age 28, er skinny because the only
thing
of Victorville, California, and Dudley Finley, age 50, to eat was rice and
fish cooked
brother of A. M rinley of Murray.
in brine."
Professor Price Doyle, head of the Fine Arts Depart"Reecha2tor" Thoong went to
ment of Murray State College, has been selected as the work on the "uncooperative" Ropresident of the National- Aisoclation of Schools of we. "I reckoned at the time that
Howe was not sincere in his staThe average price of tobacco sold on the Murray tements. The other were normal
market for the week was 00.15, according to Cecil Thur- cases, they were riot eager to
show too mach sincerity." Rowe
mond of the tobacco board.
was different. No long "confesSThe Kroger Company will open a $65,000 self service
"food department store" at 7th and Main, Murray.
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SO KlUAD IN JETLINER CRASt4 - Dolls, toys and household
loads lie in the wreckage of a house near London's C•atwick
11131110W
the house o as demolished by a crashing
BOSTON - Former US. Supreme Court
Moo
Afghankstani jetliner attempting to land in a'fog. Forty-. Arthur J. Goldberg, arguing in court for Dr. Beitiaintn
------aighLat-ths412-yessaaaaiiiward-tiw igallewetel-twoweetspnwtir,ion
and three others ft:AIM-ratty
ant3drAft00
. US0 hawse were .killed. An infant in tJhe house survived,
'
-------iNebute an public Issues
ed should be Witn.
hibited,ti
bust and whis-open."

20 Years Ago Today
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WASHINGTON - Rep. Wright Patman, D.-Tex., denouncing the rise in the prime bank interest rate to II
record 7 per cent:
"I think It's a sad day in the history of dur cotmter
when inUirest rates are forced to the highest level In.
100 years."
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DALAT, South Vietnam - South Vietnamese RMS..dint Nguyen Van Thieu, expressing his governmentill
ne-oampromise position on the shape of the table to bo
need at the Paris peace talks:
-We might lose our country because of* the table."
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They lived to endure the (tiny
ration of rice and fish. "When no
fish were caught, there was only
some salt to eat with the rice,"
Thuoog said.
Each year Rowe was given two
pairs of guerrilla pajamas and
one towel. The prisoners also
received mosquito nets, blankets, mats, toothpaste, toothbrushes, a piece of soap and few
razor blades. No shoes. Haircuts
came once a month. They could
keep diaries. Thuom said Rowe
"wrote a lot,"
Thuorvg said the "uncooperative" beret officer had the cooperation of his fellow captured

4,

Announcement
.

Thisoisonttice that I have temporarily withdrawn from the practice of law, and I am
not, at
the present time, involved with the
practice of
the law In Murrayor in any other town,
either
as an individual practitioner or as a partner
in a
partnership: and furthetinore, that I do not
have
any interest In any law firm_or_pa,rtheiship
lccated
In Murray or any cther place.

I

May I take advantage of this opportunity
to
express my moat sincere gratitude fcr
the opportunity to render legal services to such
a large
number of you living in Murray,'Calloway
County
and surrounding counties. You have
yixade my
almost 25 years cf law practice a real
pleasant
and profitable expertkce
Cordially and sincerely,
50X50-MILE PIECE OF THE MOON'S SURFACE One of the
ph.4t,,e, brought bark h the' Apollo 4 astronaut, cover• an
area cit the Moon surfake approximately -50 miles by 50 Mlles
'thin a 250-mile diameter crater on the far lade of the
-Moon The large, crater in the canter is about 20 -Miles in
diameter NAIIA photo

WAYLON RAYBURN

No clowns. No hoopla. No
funny hats.
This is an event for the serious
dir riuyer. The man who has X number of dollars to spend and is determined to get his money's worth and
maybemore
(
.
to a GhevrOla Showroom
during our Value Showdown.
Ask the man to show you, on
paper, how you:can order most any

1969 Chevrolet' with--a big VS and
Ventilation. Feel the kick of the higAutomatic transmission for k-as than gest standard VS in our field.
,
you could last year.
Then go down the street or across
Come in and spend some time. town and see how we stack up
against
Dig, probe, ask qiiestions, take notes. Thom. Other Cars.
You owe it to yourself to be thorough.
We -think you'll wind up with a
Go for a driye.
Chevy.
. Get a free temple of Chevrolet's ,
More people do, you know.
luxurious fulacoil, cushioned ride.
Shut the windows and see how fresh
the interior stays, thanks to Astro Ontilog yes first, heaps us first,

The Chevrolet
Value Showdown ison.
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Every Department Features Drastic Price Cuts!
All Winter Items Must Be Cleared!
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Murray High Overpowers
University School 68-55

.111111m._
Ieeting in Rome to do.other problems tscing
Paris, president of the
achim Prins of Orange,
kg Council, preside at a
- nontdrpeoto

•

11111111111111111k

Lures, High's Ailog Hudspeth ripped the nets for thirty
points and 36 rebounds to lead
the Tigers over the University
School Colts last night 68 to 55.
The Colts fought hard throughout the game but Murray
High's height advantage finally
took its toll.
The Tigers were ahead by
only 7 points going into the
last quarter but they outscored
the Colts 26-20 in the final
frame to put the game on ice.
Jay Richey was the leading
scorer for University School as
he pushed through 22 points.
The Colts hit 23 of 46 field
goal attempts for a 50 per cent
average while
Murray
High
could orily manage 27 of 76 for
a 36 per cent overage.
mimes next worso will be
this Friday night when they
travel to Hickman County. University School will also see action Friday night when they
play host to the Red Devils

4
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By MARTIN LADER
UPI Sports Writer
Rick Mount may have to climb
to another peak if be hopes to
retain his Big 10 basketball scoring , title this season.
The Purdue flash led the league in scoring with a 29.7 average
as a sophomore andhe hasn't lost
his touch with a year's growUti
Mount scored 37 points Tuesday
night to lead the Boilermakers to
a 98-84 upset over previously unbeaten Illinois.
But Rudy Tomjanovich, another junior and a definite threat to
usurp Mount's scoring championship , enjoyed the greatest night
of his career with a record-tying
48 points as Michigan outlasted
Indiana 89-87 in overtime.
Tomjanovich's total squatted
the school record set by Cazzie
Russell in his last home game
In 1966.
Purdue jumped to a 16-7 lead
and built it to 32-18 on its home
field at Lafayette, Ind. The mini,
unbeaten in their previous 10 gaInes and ranked fifth nationally,
fought back to a 42-38 halftime
deficit and actually moved ahead
at 51-49 early in the second half.

from Big Seedy, Teanemee.
Univ. School
9 21 35-55
Murray High
10 28 42-88
Univ. School (SS) - Waldrop
10, Richey 22, Arent 3, Overby
11, Kemp 5, Oavitt 4.
Murray Nigh (41) - Taylor
10, Crites 7, Lamb 11, Hale 2,
Hudspeth 90, Scott 7, Gish 1,
Hombuckle.
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Seamless mesh nylon hose. Leg
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS
By United Press International
The Lakers' Pete Roney (20) and Stokes (35) of
East
Fulton County are both straining to get this Jump
La Salle 103 Creighton 84
Mete by Gene MeCinetteen
Providence 70 St. Bonavent, 59
Temple 107 Penn 83
Holy Cross 82 Dhode Island 61
Boston St. 89 Westfield St. 84
Boeton Coll. 95 DC Irvine 79
Amherst 109 Coast Guard 75.
Maine 106 Bates 78
South
Davidson 83 St. Joseph's Pa. 89
The Calloway County Lakers their offense gel.
George Wash. 92 Furman 74
Nails of Fulton County afid
Kentucky Southern 92 Centre 85 dealled the Yukon County I
Pilots in local basketball ac- Cleaver battled for the high
Bradley 68 Memphis St. 67
scoring honors throughout the
•
Midwest- • Cunight with Nails coming out
'kurdate 98 IllIn.111_
_
Pilots- drew first blood
Michigan St. 77 Wisconsin 87 ea two free dhows with 6:35 on top with 32 points while
Cleaver pushed through 31.
Michigan 89 Indians 97
remaining in the find quarter
The Lakers hit 31 of 81 field
Kansas St. 95 Nebraska 72
and the Lsikers could not get
Ohio U. Ill W. Va. Wesleyan 51 into the leid until near the end goal attempts for an average
of 38.3 per cent from the field
Youngstown 49 Akron 41
of the first frame. The score
and 18 of 26 free throws for
Marquette 66 Loyale, Ill. 64
was tied .23-23 with 35 seconds
an average of 69.2 percent from
Southwest
left in the period when Darrell
the bharity line. Fulton County
Texas 03 TCU 59
Cleaver ripped the nets for two
hit 25 of 70 field goal attempts
Baylor 60 SMU 67
field goals and a free throw to
Texas A&M 85 Texas Tech 84 make the score at the end of for a 35.7 per cent average and
31 of 29 free throw attempts
Arkansas 67 Rice 6.2
the quarter Lakers 28, Pilots
for on average of 72.4 per cent
W. Texas St. 111
23
'
Calloway County out rebound•
Hardin-Simmons 104
The Lakers were in control ed the Pilots 42 to 26.
New Mexico Highlands 69
from this point on as the FulSanta Fe 64
ton Countians could not make Calloway Co.
28 43 60-80
Fulton Co.
23 40 55-76
Fulton County (76) - Nails
32, Stokes 6, Hepler 24, Chrisp
4, Nicholson 5, Campbell 7.
Calloway Co. (90) - Honeline 6, Ernstburger 6, Rushing
18, Cleaver 31„ Roney 15, Lassiter 1, Sears 3.
'
• s.

Calloway County Jr. High
Tournament Starts Thursday

the New Concord Redbirds and
the Lynn Grove Wildcats. The
Redbirds who are coached by Bob
Allen are undefeated in season
play. Coach Curd's team have
won 5 and lost 5. The second gaNEW YORK 1/11) - The Unitme of the night will be played ed Press
International small
between the Kirksey Eagles and 'college basketball ratings with
the Almo Warriars. Coach Low- first place votes and won -lost
ery's Eagles will attempt to un- records in parentheses. Fifth
seat the 1968 champions coached Week:
by Tom Rushing, The Eagles have Team
Points
a .500 record while the Warriors 1.Ky. Wesleyan (23) (8-1) 323
2. Central State (3) (4-1) 251
have won I and lost 11.
The second round of the tour- 3. Nevada So. (2) (9-3) 224
(2) (4-4) 202
nament will be Saturday night, 4. Evansville
(1) (10-1) 168
January 11. The 'Faxon Panthers 5. Ashland
6.
SW
Louisiana
(8-4) 161
coached by W. T. Patterson will
Stay in Front
7.
SW
Missouri
(7-3) 121
play the winner of the New Con8. Cheyney State
(7-2)
76
cord-Lynn Grove game. The Pan9. Gannon
A field goal by Mount and two
(1) (10-2) 75
By STEVE SMILANICN
thers have won 5 and lost 5. The
10. S.F. Austin (1) (9-1) 71
more by George Faerber put the
UPI Sports Writer
second game of the night will be
Boilermakers ahead again, 53-51,
30,
NEW YORK SIPE - Kentucky played between Hazel and the win- 11. Puget Sound
12. Fairmont
and they didn't trail thereafter. Weseleyan's iron grip as the ner of
the Almo-Kirksey game. 13.
Assumption
It was the ninth success in 12 nation's top small college bas20
The Lions coached by James FelHoward Payne
(1) 17
tries for Purdue, which is 2-0 ketball power isn't as strong
tner have split even in season 15. McMurry
In Big 10 play. Ulinois' league as it used to be but the Pan16
Play,
16. tie. Youngstown
13
record is l-L
thers continue to hold the No.
The consolation and championE. New Mexico
13
Although Tomjanovich dazzled 1 ranking despite a loss which
ship games will be played Jan- 18. tie. No. Arizona
Allyfl
an appreciative CroiriTof 10,833 snapped
their
29-game win
uary 14. The consolation ;zame
Springfield
11
at Ann Arbor with his marksman- streak.
will be at 7:00 p.m. The champDePauw
ii
ship, including 2.1 field goals, he
The Panthers dropped a 71-70 ionship game will be played at
was upstaged in the end by sub- decision to neighboring Evans8:30.
stitute' Bob Sullivan, whose two ville Saturday night-their ini-J
Officials for the tournament
BEDNARIK ON COMMISSION
free throws with 10 seconds left tial setback of the seism and
will be Henry Armstrong and
-4
In the overtime provided the win- first loss in 30 games extend
T-oinmy Carrico. Admission will
HARRLSBURG, Pa. NI ing into last season.
aing points.
be .38 and .60.
Charles "Chuck" Bedisarik, forThe Setback also had the afMichigan now is 2-0 in league
mer Pennsylvania All-America
competition and 8-3 overall while fect of reducing Kentucky WesNo. 6 with 161 points. The re- lineman and all-pro player vith
Indiana dropped its second con- leylues lead over its chief rimaining
four
positions
in
the
the Philadelphia. Eagles, is the
ference game in as many starts. vals in the fifth weekly United
top 10 stayed the same as last newest member of the Penn,
lThe only other member of the Press International ratings.
week
with
Southwest.
Missouri,
vania State Athletic Commis-,
Coach Bob Daniels' outfit retop 10 to see action Tuesday nigCheyney
State,
Gannon
and sion. Gov. Raymond P. Shafer.
ht was Davidson. The fourth-ra- ceived 23 first place votes from Stephen F. Austin bolding
the appointed Bednarik Tuesday to
nked Wildcats surged in the seco- the 35-member UPI Coaches seventh, eighth, ninth and
ten- replace Edward U. Murphy of
Board-dosvest total of
nd half to defeat St. Joseph's of Rating
Dunmore, Pa., whose term ex
the season-but mustered suf- th spots respectively.
Philadelphia 83-69.
The second 10 consisted of pired.
•
ficient voting strength to rePuget Sound, Fairmont, -As
gain the No. 1 spot.
Hauer High Man
The Panthers, 8-1 in games sumption, Howard Payne, Mcplayed through last Saturday, Murray, Youngstown, Eastern
Center Mike Maloy and
.for. received 323 points on a 10-9-8- New Mexico, Northern Arizona,
RALSTON ILL
ward Jerry ,Kroll scored 20 poi- 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 breakdown to re- Springfield and Depauw. Youngnts apiece for Davidson, which tain the edge over No. 2 Cen- stown and Eastern New Mexico
tied for the 16th spot and Norled by only 32-30 at halftime. tral State of Ohio.
SYDNEY UPI - Yugoslavi.cs
Tte'lVildcats now are 9-1. Game
Central State, idle again the thern Arizona, Springfield and Nicki Pilic is expectedtorepla e
for 18th U. S. pro
scoring honors went to Mike past week, got three first place Depauw stalemated
Dennis Ralston in the
Hauer of the Hawks with 28 poi- votes and drew 251 points. The place with 11 points'apiece.
upcoming New South Wales 'ten
Evansville
upset
the
defendnts.
race among the first five teams
tennis championships.
Bob Consy, the former profes- tightened considerably in bal- ing college division champs on
Ralston reported Monday that
a
20
-foot
basket
by
Ron
Bac
sional great, reacheda milestone loting which also gave first
with eight seconds remaining doctors gave him only a 25 perin his coaching career when his place votes to Ashland, Nevada
Mike Owens led the Aces with cent chance of leaving the 1 nitBoston College squad defeated Southern, Evansville, Howard
ed States for Sydney because of
23 points.
the University of California at Payne, Gannon, Stephen F. Aua virus illness.
Nevada
Southern
stopped
Northern
and
Arizona.
ston,
Irvine 95-79. It was the 100th
Nevada. 4qAthern, notching Texas Christian, Creighton and
coaching victory for the one-time
Denver in pushing its mark to
Boston Celtic backcourt star. three victories against univemi- 9-3
while Ashland beat J. F.
KEMP REELECTED
In other games Tuesday night, division competition, moved in- Kennedy 48-27
and Point Park
Providence shot 60 per cent in to third place ahead of Ash- 42-27 in boosting
its
record
to
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. OP, the first half and went on to sur- land with 224 points
Evansville's conquest of the 101.
Jack Kemp of the Buffalo Bills
prise St. Bonaventure 70-59, Kapreviously unbeaten Kentucky
was re-elected president of the
JUNIOR ROLP
nsas State dumped Nebraska 95Wesleyan squad
moved
the
Player representatives from the
72 behind Jerry Venable's 29 poiPurple Aces up two notches to
NEW YORK girt - The 1970 American Football League, nts; Michigan State upended Wisfourth with 202 points.
The election of Ernie Wright
U. S. Junior Amateur Championconsin 77-67 for its first Big 10
Ashland, the nation's to p ships will be played at the of the Cincinnati &meals se
triumph of the season; Bob Tall- defensive
outfit, won two games Athens, Ga., Country Club from vice president and the reeedent scored 41 points to lead Geor- and limited the
opposition to July 28-Aug. 1. the U. S. Gott Uon of Lance Alworth of the
ge Washington to a 92-74'victory 27 points in each
contest, en- Association announced Tuesday. San Diego Chargers as ses ra
Bowen's
Furman,
and L. C.
over
abling the Eagles to 'compile The tournament is open to boys tary-treasurer, campleted the
field goal with four seconds left 168 points and the No. 5 rank
under 18. The 1960 competition slate at a meeting of the AFL
gave Bradley 1,68-67 triumph ov- ing.
will be at the Spokane. Wash., players, which ends Wedneser Memphis State.
day.
SOuthweat L.ouiaiae. 8-4 was Country Club.
• --.
-"
The Calloway County Jr. High
tournament will be played January% U and 14. The games will
be played at Calloway County High School in the Jeffrey gymnasium.
The opening game will be played January 9 at 7:00 p.m. between

BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

Ky. Wesleyan
Holds On
To No.One

Yids. to
$29.98

WOMEN'S mai,
MISSES

SWEATERS
SKIRTS
$4
$6

Vais. to
$39.98

and

Pur trimmed and untrimmed coats Wool fabrics.
Three CLEARANCE SALE groups

Men's Dress Shirts
3.77 -2 $7.00

LADIES NYLON QUILTED

ROBES
'6.88

Famous make! Permanint press. Ta.ttersal checks
and wide track stripes Regular $4.981

Values to WM
Good Selection!

Calloway County Wins Tight
Battle With Fulton County

is.

4

'ladies Winter Coats
$18 $22 $25

SHEER

SPECIAL

PURCHASE

MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS
:3

.
_
$7.18 Esc. te $12.98
dmart cardigans.
Slipovers with turtle neck and V neck.
Skirts in several
styles.

444

'Lady.Bird'
Dresses
$6

Regular $3.98
Permanent press, long sleeves.
CLEARANCE!

THEY'RE

MEN'S

REGULAR $8
VALUES!
Permanent press
fresh,
dresses .. .
Prints
in
359- avrif
65'; avlin
they'll star
.
polyester and
styles. 8 toravon
is, 5 to • and others.
/5 and 3
Several
to 11.

WINTER CAPS
'1 - '1.50
Knii‘caps, and caps with ear
flaps. Colors. CLEARANCE!

It

.

,
MEN'S SLACKS
4.88
5.88
Permanent Press

(ARES WINTER WEAR 1/3 OFF
Girls coats reduced for CLEARANCE! SAVE
ONE-THIRD OFF regular low price..

2 PAIRS $9

2 PAIRS $
.
11
Tailored for dress and sports
wear Permancnt press.
CLEARANCE price,
MEN'S SLIPOVER

SWEATERS
$4

GIRLS CAR COATS _ _M.88
Values to $10.98 Pm. -d for CLI ARANCEt •Good.
selection.

BOYS' KNIT SNITS _

LADIES

GOWNS PAJAMAS
'2.77
Soft nap flannelettes.
Prints,
solids. Well tailored.

1.44

9112

Values to $1.98, Edsy care knit ecttcns and
double knit chevettes, Long Sleeve& 6 tO 16.

BRAIDED RUGS
'2/ '36

MENS CORDUROY SHIRTS 2.44

Oval shape Reversible Lay flat.
CLEARANCE PRICE!

Assorted solid colors Washable

%als to $6.98
$6
Va/s. to 8.98
Regular and bulky knits.
Turtle and max tattle
necks S M, L. and XL.
MEN'S TURTLE NECK

KNIT SHIRTS
$3

$4

$5

Reg.
SUM

K.
SLIM

Young mens and mins. Solid
ccTors an?f irrWs.
CLEARANCE groups.

GIRLS

SPECIAL PURCHASE
WELL KNOWN MAKERS CLOSEOUT!,

. KNIT DRESSES

SWEATERS
$3
2.50
Vats. to $3.98
Vols. to $4.98
Comfy cardigans Slipovers with
turtle and V neck.

NrIcetaL Pules $8

Regular Price
$19.98 to sic,*
Beautifully styled all-season dresses. Famous labels including "Susan Hall", "'Fire
Island"- and "Cintura-. hey're Weardated! Double knit &chitin in solid color
cable and jacquard knits. 10 to 18.

womENs
DRESS PUMPS
'4
Values to $7.98!
With buckles and bows. Good
selection

BOYS'

SPORT JACKETS

Permanent press sport shirts Several styles. Long sletves. Priced for
inunecUate CLEARANCE.

Wind and cold repelling . • •
with
warm lining. Zip front. Deep pocketa. Several Colors

WOMEN'S-TEENS

FOOTWEAR
$3
Values to 85.98!
Plats and casuals. Black, brpwrt,
mahogany.

IlOYS

SWEATERS
3.88

BOYS'

SPORT SHIRTS
2.59

WINTER GLOVES
77*
1.44

MEN'S

,SPORT JACKETS
7.88 to 16.88

Seg. SI Eats.
Regulsr S 1.9k Vats.
Rugged end warmly 1 rici sport
Ladies_ and girls kn t and other
jackets. Zip front. ,SeVetal styles,
wintor gloves. Two 'groups priced
-lagiced
for CLEARANCE!
for CLEARANCE.
. '
• ,-

Vastest° S.$8
Button front Assorted agora

RE SURE TO SHOP OUR

ODD LOT
TABLES
SAVE UP TO/
1
2

SPECIAL PURCHASE
LADIES WINTER
DRESSES $3
$5 $

t.

5435

7

vats. ta
in.98

Vats. t.
$12.98

Styles. fabrics
and colors
wearing
tion in for months shiad you 1.1 en toy
each price
Good selec,
group

Regular Low Prices!
Winter 1,eins must go! onort lots,
odds knd ends and soiled merchandise must be cleared! Great SAVINGS on these tables!
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Hough Howie Scene
Of Town & Country1 Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
; Homemakers Meet a

TIMER

—

WEDNESDAY — JANUARY

MURRAY. KMKTUCKT

41.•
Phone 7S3-1917 or 753-0117

Crouch-Ray Engagement

a. 1960

Worm V44 add&
7t11

The Town sod Osenar7 Maar
t• makers Me held flh'swag
meeting at the hese of Lu,;
as Thinnad.'kW
L H
'Ilan E. at sevessairli Velma g
In the eutiallie vela Mrs. Char 1
.
-"les Weds as eshashems.
Mn. Maim Willis gra the
deation sod the secretary Mr.SIM Mrs. Robert D. Osteen, Jr.,
- that the allialise of ins pro.
acently Wed, Honored At Open House nal
•asealtd. TwelveWednesday January 8
Uwe nod Me gaga
The Dr. K. B. Humphseys holders with red candle" The
;
tad Gies eilwered the ail agilS
The
Paris
at
Rath Wilson Circle of
Tana..
gems whoa houe was bright wale
.)irall
*wig their Nevi Twee
the Fleet United Methodist
thilaw with candies, traditiollal csallsK 4
nS fire in the
,a
arrangement Iamb WBCS waileat itIlk
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tree led ned and green WON
Ind ad cernationa Mae of Mrs. Robert Bucldng- et thinnest*"
ma paw wased___ped ApisiaisteOrations, on Snaky
heenty to the footles ham, 1717 Magnolia Drive, at
was enjoyed by 7:30 peal • a •
aaft chairman nat. staadd attoroma when Dr. and Mrs.
Story. DOOM wank ap nag.lbaapitsays held open house for
plea who called between
6w ing to study, to -teach, to excor„ upsisr„„r
on a firm bundatiald fyoshian
The Wesleyan Circle of the
*rats for crafts and dog maw Mr. and. Mrs. Robert D. Osteen,
hours of2atel4 o'clocL
periment and to act. 4-H Club
First United Methodist Church
the age in the seventy-five counthers would amitrante emir Jr. who as,, 10107ied in rcirt
The out- et 'town guests WS(S
Ions nay
will meet at the home of
share at the mestings. Mrs. Lauderdale, Florida oa
lines they
Mt ad Mrs. Glen Mrs. R. X. Northen,
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Y gi
rovur
etefl
,figure
ries ranges from seven years
Cinemas
:
cloth
Story introduced the craft les. Novenassell.
public. °Rata
k
McKim* Mr. and Mrs. Drive, at 7:32 p.m.
tto !best "
to thirty-five years. — Mrs
son. "Making Desk Sets" for
W
=mg *dem
Cherry, Dover,
Grating gases at the door Edward
Dean Roper.
•••
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the evening.
over foundries garments that
was Mrs. Richard L Patty at
; Mr. and Mrs. Don
The Hama Circle of the
Refreshments were served by Pedmeah, Kentucky. She wore a Pride, Fort Lauderdale, Fkaida; First United
re.
operev selected and fitted
areta
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van
— PAY LATER
NOW
BUY
Methodiet Church
the hostas,*
Se mold the. figuilla best ad-...ammeandifra the slogan today
ad wool tunic dna and a white Mr. and Mrs- Earl PadkAtianta, WSCS will mea a the henost
- The next meeting will be heljyt1. corsage. Mrs. Ga.; Mrs. Foul- Horomb,
tlIee went to buy many
Mrs Joe Roesler. Patience
Undereover garments change tWogs. But, all families do not
Thunder. rebellion a, at 7:30 nomphalya wore a dot fees Murray, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
p.m at the home of Mn. Char- elope draw with ookblog
with fashion., They are made have the money to buy many
•••
lea Hinds on Doran Rood.
for almost every shape and size of the things they went. So
Robison, Attests, Ga.; Mr.
dippers and her mew was aim
The Faxon Mothers Club will
•• •
figure. Seven women who can they eso new and pay Wag.
Mrs. Wilburn Wilkins, Beaver met in ties 7th grade room
a White coastka.
Odom
of
wear an identical size 14 dress
Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. the school at 1:30 pm.
Burton & Caldwellems settled ia a pais yellow
Whoa you bay arm sad pay
all may require different found- later, you are using credit This
•• •
Giles, -Henderson,
talent
wUb
sada
trim
Vows Solemnized
garments.
in
this
Keep
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; Mr. and Mrs Walden
means you are using someone
The Beide Tucker Cirri', of
men ted
he Mail
mind when you have bathe else's money. You may borrow
By'Rev. Garrett =
'Trenton, Tenements Dr. the First United Methodist
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size
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fl --la
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plan, but someone had
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ent fitter for advice and con- to pay for those items. You are
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MISS TRICIA CROUCH -- -- •
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Caldwell
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New
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Brandon,
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Mr.
Pony
Plans
basialliful
covered
for
choosing the right carpet for more.
the wedding have na been aasounced.
with
Detroit, men.. end
In most cases people are
Money, Kentucky' Mrs. E. W. err Club will meet with Me
heavy use areas. Here are sev- sept to buy
Caldwell, Sr., of Paris Tem. la sad 2111—Thaaalnade elsaas with McFadden,
individual items raJr., Nashville, Maude Nance at one pas
eral guidelines to use when
Both Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell
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"
ther than groups. Consumers
elm and white Peinleillea* Teaourie.
Mr.
carpets.
buying
timid
kitIn
such
Wiley.
the
Delicious
party
wassailed.
food
will
have
a
business
meeting
ore
ioese
Lottie Moon Circle chen, look for a tightly tufted would rather apply their own
The Harris Gestaltematiii
rjeetrx company
They ns
ara The centerpiece was a brioI Monroe, La.; Dr. Robert Let
at the court house at seal
W. Potts.
era .Club will mist with Mu p
Illardek,
Tennessee;
Meets At Home Of carpet with a low loop, one taste. — Mildred
Mr.
and
container
holding
in
hen*
their
red
haw residing at
•••
Marvin Parks at 11 ea.
•
•
•
priiniesti
aa,
candie
braes
and
Mrs,
design.
Spills
It
level
ichard
on
stay
the
Corte
y,
Paris Tenn., Route Five.
•••
Mrs. Odelle Vance surface of this type carpet and
Hendersonville, Tenn.; Mrs.
The Westside Homemakers Mrs. Odelle Vance
end Mrs..' are easily wiped s-'ay. Crumbs
Snap, Abernathy, :Mason, The New Moo lisommidors Club Will meet at the home
Comedian Bill Cosby's secC. Murray Turner were the hos- can be vacum.
Woo- - Mrs. Charles
off.— Mrs ond NBC
Tennessee; Mrs
J. G. Club will nest with Mrs. WonParker
at
12:30
special will be broadtesses for -the meeting of the Barletta Wrather.
Alibritten
at
p.m.
1:30
dall
deli
Humphreys, Peoria, Illinois Mi.
pm
cast April. 9. It has been de• •.2
Lottie Moon Circle of the Wo•••
•••
and Mrs Aultman Newport; Mr.
cided
that
in Cosby's weekly
man's Missionary Society of•the
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Avoid walking in a path aand Ws. Brent Newport and
Presley, January 10 •
First Baptist Church held at cross the frozen grass in win., half-hour situation comedy semeet at the home of Mrs. Davy
The North Murray Homemak- the Vance home on Monday,
ries, due on the network next
,Gary, }keel, Kentucky; Mr. and
Hopkins. 223 South 12th Strad,
ter as this will kill it. — Mrs fall, he will play a teacher in
Ma Andy Hooper, Alexandria, with Mrs. Howard Gutiule as ers Club will meet at the home January 5, at
seven-thirtY
o'Maxine Griffin.
of lin. &NNW Salyer* at 1:30 clock
an integrated high school In
Va.; Mes Barnum Aron, Oxford, beta's at 2:30 p.m.
in the evening.
•••
San Francisco instead of a
p.m.
is.; Mr. Harry Moodie,
•• •
The
program
the
theme
on
of
•••
Butter or margarine may be neighborhood policeman, as
Nashville, Tennessee; Mrs
"Witnessing To Others" was led used
Thursday. January 1
in place of vegetable shor• originally announced.
Stborday. J•••••er 11
Sophia Wheeler, St. [sun, Mo.; The Immanuel Lutheran We
by Mrs. A_ W. Russell.
Boy Scout Troop No. 77 wIH Mrs. Earl Warlord, circle tening in baking, but a slightly
Or
Mr. R. L. Petty, Rebecca and men's Missionary League will
to
Csrol Petty, Paducah, Kentucky-, meet at the home of Mrs. Bet collect old newspapers. Call the chairman, presided. The group larger amount is needed because butter and margarine
Ma Sandra Guinn, Atlanta, Ga.; ty Powell, 811 South 18th First Christian Church offtze addressed Valentines for the
contain only about 80 percent
of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Pride, Street, at seven p.m. Ftev. Step- and leave your name and add- service men on the list of addcontrasted with vegets
in
resses submitted to the church fat as
Murray, Kentucky.
• Ma ak will present the to- re" for pickuP•
30'
by the *lilies of the men in able shortening which is 100
"
a ''"" •••
plc on the- Purpose and activirew
percent fat one cup of vegetthe armii41'forces.
eth
lee of the league.
able shortening is equivalent/
No
• ••
y, January 15
During the social hour reto'
Denn Circle of the freshments were served by the to I cup, plus 2 tablespoons of
The Dorothy Circle of the Th=da
butter or margarine. To subUnited Methodist Church hostesses.
no
First Baptist Church WMS will
stitute vegetable shortening for
fleet
at
the
church
at
two
Those
present
were
Kiss
Ed T. Prince of Murray has meet with Mrs. Ralph Teasepi&
Is
Frances Brown, Mesdames. Co- butter or margarine in a recipe
been dismissed from the West. neer at 9:30 am.
• ••
sel
•• •
die Caldwell, W. Rudolph How- use 1 cup minus 2 tablespoons
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
of shortening instead of 1 cup
a
•• •
ard,
Purdom Outland. Allen McThe Hazel Woman's'Club will
of
butter. In using whipped
Coy. G. T. Lilly, Warlord, Rus
Mr. and ila. James Syming- meet et the club room at seven
margarine instead of regular
Jean Willis u the
A new range has Its own hot sell; Turner, and Vance.
ton and daughter. Aimee, have
margine a much larifer amount
•••
.: HEART STILL TICKING A YEAR latnalt--Philip and Eileen !Halreturned to their home in Birm- gu• est speaker. Mrs. Danny out. Maier tap. The manufacturer
is needed because of the extra
t berg Jamie happily as they prepare to depart for dinner in
ingham. Mich.. after spending land end Mrs_
Ray will says this provides instant hot
water needed to make today's Enamellius.,...furniture? The air which has been whipped inCape Town. Sou
South Africa, to celebrate the first anniverthe holidays with grendPseents. he hostesses.
r,
convenience foods worthy of National -Paint.
•••
Varnish and to the margarine. Low calorie
sary of his heart transplant. He is the world's longest sorMr. and Mrs Nolen Atkins and
their
name
At
the
touch of a Lacquer Association suggests margarine will give a different
t; viving heart transplant recipient.
Outland.
Jesse
Grove
They
Mn.
t Ca bleakoto ,
also
126.4,the Woodmen of t,=...er on the pushbutton dis- that
you remove as much """'"vs" product than regular WRITER'S
visited other 'relatives and fri- the World will have its dinner ganger. 185-degree
f
SLAIN-water is reas possible before margarine due to the lack of The bodyDALIGHlet
of Marina Elisaends during their May in Mur- meeting st the Woman's Chlh leased. Pressing the bp of a cup hardware
painting. If you mount drawer as much fat. — Miss Patricia beth
Hobe. 17. daughter of
p.m.
ray and Calloway County.
.flakri against the trigger below pulls, knobs, and other decora- Everett.
Reese at 610
• ••
•••
novelist Hans Habe and ac•• •
tap also starts the hot wa- tive pieces on a cardboard
tress Eloise Hardt, w a
Mr. and Mrs. Don W. Oliver The training session for the ter flow, allowing one-hand backing, you can quickly and
s
There is some form of 4-H
found in a brush -filled ravine
have returned to Tallahassee, Calloway County Homemaker'. operation. A company spokes- easily enamel them with spray organization
in seventy-flve afew miles from her
Fla., after speeding the holi- Club will be held at the Holi- man said many of today's con- paint. Put masking tape on countries of the world.
borne
Many
tienacbot f
days _vdth_lheir Parents Mr- day inn at ten am. The Con*
t oods
70
any pieces that cannot- be re--are not celled 4-H Chibs; for irk Hollywood. Cant-- X
--*pew
r hich
cent roer
sod Mrs. ilborett Oliver of Min- cil meeting will be held in the- sent about
moved
to
keep
all
them from get- evomple, in Portugal the clubs sheriff's officer said she
_
urchased groceries, require ing spattered.
ray Rasa One and Mr. .andmfternoon.
••definitely was'murdered."
are,
known
ALIVE
Clubs,
mean•••
at water to start or finish the
Mrs. Freak A. Oath*, of Mgr
ray needs Two;**--enienr * Thu- Wranglers Riding Club fearing
4
doing p -t week-Is- plyslesom•--florib-Illitle-Usiverolly
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NEW TREATMENT
FOR HAIR LOSS

ONLY THREE MORE DAYS
ADAMS SHOE STORE'S

_ Liquids, including wax, will
penetrate the pores of asphalt
tile and linoleum floors that
are worn badly. To correct this
situatidn apply a clear penetrating sealer with a tune oil
base. Remove old wax before
applying sealer.
•
-

5c SHOE SALE

A. W Hensiey Elbows He FteGrew Hair.
He Did Not Have Male Pattern Baldness

-, EBB'S

HAIR CONSULTANT WILL
EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE AT
THi /-10LIDAY INN, MURRAY, KY..
FRIDAY, JANUARY 10
;
z' HOURS: 1 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

„..

•
•

•

•

Buy One Pair At Th e Regular Price . . .
SELECT THE SECOND AIR OF YOUR
CHOICE...

FOR ONLY 5
.1

r

ADAMS SHOE STORE
HE WAS animus j•,*&pped in a lifeline thrown to him by
police, Dennis DetiehY, lit awaits a reacue ladder on a,ledge
tinder the Cluiriesilkivey Dem Hridge in Boston. riersaiy got
out of hilt car in-mee. what was kOlding lip
Xraffin. And fell
thrtiugh sop in-briate ,,peried Leilet bout pass 'intim
nealh.

Murray, Kentucky
ALL SALES FINAL

NO EXCHANGES

NO REFUNDS
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SHOES FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN

lassistrine, Ky., January II
hair loss' Even if baldness
Nast is the time to act on seems to "run in the family,"
ale great apportsseity. Every this is certainly no proof of the
.IMOr-worriailV
--(man or cause of your hair loss
glvan
Many conditions
cause
TAT1V hair loss No matter can
which einit
diefite
nn
i
an causing your hair loss,it=
stopping
rfrom
ed
wait until you are slick
but are really rrand your hair roots are dead
.
gepereng more hair
you are beyond help So, if you
still have hair on top of
•
CV ABANYZED
your
head, and would like to
Yeti will be given • written
guarantee o..a
basis stop hair loss and grow more
hair
now is the time to do
from the beginning-to the end
'Naturally we could not give something about it before it's ENO OF HOUDAY
Mrs.
late
too
Aristotle Onassis and her
you such a guarantee if it didn't
wOrk
two
children. Caroline- and
1WCOMJMILI
Ala take a few sesousea at
CAN'T KELP
John Kennedy Jr. arriLia7-Slat. patters beide..s Is the year time ea Friday. Jammerl
111rw York from A then,,
mew a a great majortly of II, and go t• the lisilasy Ina
Greece, after spending a
miss a esthetess sad excessive Is Hurray, By, between 1 p.m
christrnas vacation aboard
bak Sess. for which is method and Cal p.m. and ask tie Desk
Is effective. Ebb Heir Specthe Onrisina yacht in the
Clark ier B. Z. Dakar's ream
Isle asset beep thew who
ore sleek babe after years of "Pen is no charge or oblige:- A.wean Sera There WWI lie
tion
gradesi hair lies
all consultations are explanation "it/ liti why Mrs.
But, if you. are not already private, you will not be em- (in a sale' multimillionaire
slick bold, Nero- can yotr-bevure barrassed in any way
hyaband,
,Was not-riph them'
whet Ii actually reusing your
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study, to -Web. to exat and to aot. 4-H Club
the seventy-five count
ages from seven years
ty-fhro years. — Mrs
koPer•
• ••
NOW — PAY LATER
to be the slogan today.
s went to buy many
But, all families do not
le money to buy many
things they went. So
y now and pay later.
I you buy now and pay
au are using credit. This
you are using someone
2oney. You may borrow
ney or buy on the Wit plan, but someone had
for those items. You are
for the use of this Mae
this east he agile
— Wise bine HINSIR111. P.
•••
! FurniehiBge-Dai
people upthelr
tvel, they don't' awesuy bedroom adlite any• most cases people are
buy individual items man groups. Consumers
other apply their own
- Mildred W. Potts.
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Students
Learn To
Cook By Ea!
PATRICIA lAsCORMACK
1411119-Y0RR NI— At a speciii stood,- strakine learn to
wok by ilier=drall tooth.
The lionwiableis in the classes ars_htind. '
The down of insignifteant
kitchen" idiom dor automatically by the siggated woman add
up to a big obstacle course for
6be cook who moot prepare her
lannirs -meals in darkness—
until, of course, she learns the
ear and touch system-Social service workers find
that overawing the obvious
difteolMit- in - teaching the
Wad to cook are well worth
the considerable effort involv-

•

•

e

Frosty Acres

ed.

'‘IP

— - --

AYS
)RE'S

LE

Record Albums Are
Seized By Police

thru Sah"daY

9Pm

Morton (excluding ham)

urn' RILJIJUDQ

NEWARK, N. J. UPI - Nearly
30,000 record albums with Beetle
John Lennon and his Japanese
girlfriend Yoko Ono portrayed
nude on the covers, were confiscated by police Thursday from
a plane at Newark Airport,
Deputy Police Chief Eugene
(YNeil said the records were
seized by members of the Essex
County prosecutor's staff and
Newark police after assignment
Judge James R. Giuliano had
ruled the covers obscene.
About 60 boxes of albums were seized at the airport Tuesday.
O'Neil said Giuliano ruled at that
time that in theory the pictures
were obscene.
Thursday's seizure occurred
after one of 199 cartons of albums broke open and its contents
were noted by airport employes.
They notified Port Authority police, who in turn alerted the FBI,
The FBI then called in the prosecutor's office.
Assistant Prosecutor Domenic
D. Toto said a search warrant
was obtained from Giuliano and
the records were picked up in
the Trans World Airlines cargo
area,

At the Brooklyn, N. Y. Bureau of Social Service, which
conducts cooking and housekeeping courses for the blind,
Leaned Becker put it this
way:
"When you teach a blind
person to be self sufficient in
the kichen, you are doing much
more than that. You are also
developing her personality, dignity and sense of self respect.
"She no longer feels like an New Hotel
NASSAU, Bahamas (UPI)—
object of pity; she is not exceptional—only handicapped." A hotel being built on the
south shore Af Paradise Island,
Maier Tasks
Nassau, the 255-room Flagier
Consider the problems of the
Inn, is expected to open in
blind in the kitchen next time June.
you reach for a can of tomato
soup on a shelf full of eons,
measure a Issif cup of milk for
a recipe, turn the oven to ex- to a very low point, and at the
actly 450 degrees or transfer maw time, be sure that the
cooked peas from a is
ipea-is still burning."
'to serving dish. Those are just
Special Techniques
starters.
Vibrations on a handle tell
Recently industry has recog- If a pot is boiling; mitts are
nized the problem and given used to remove pans from the
an assist to social service work- oven; tools and utensils are
ers and the blind cooking stu- stored in specific places; knives
dent.
are always behind sink faucets,
Timers and oven dials are not on countertops.
marked with Mond pinlike
An ice cream scoop measures
brads over the numbers in a
simple one-to-five system that portions and special twosided
doesn't even require a know- pie and cake cutters and a meat
slicer cut proper widths.
ledge of braille.
A tossed salad The
Some manufacturers and local gee utility companies will find it's quickly done in a plea
exchange the oven dial on any tic bag.
The blind cook also uses run
blind person's range for a marked one at no cost. Others have burners first to avoid leaning
special cooking classes for the over the beat Or escaping
steam. She pours hot coffee or
blind.
Joy Gilpin, a teacher at the tea at the sink for safety.
Brooklyn bureau, said she first
Linde Leonard, a teacher at
teaches the student to regulate
the ems flame ,with her hands the New York Institute for the
before she puts any pots on the Education of the Blind in the
Bronx, N. Y., gets special atstove.
"As one hand turns the knob, tention from her students.
Blind since a childhood acthe other is over the flame. It
is possible in this way for a cident, the understands their
blind person to adjust the heat problems in a special way.

-4

bag

14-1b• bag

Lynn Grove

9

No.21
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89* FLOUR
Plain or Self-

Campbell's
CHICKEN NOODLE

N, MEATY

m 61110CE11111E11
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BABY_ FOOD
3 FOR 217
CRISCO
_ _ _3 79*
PRIME?,COOKIES

CHOICE...

)RE

—

EFEFRUIT --:.--1-1b. 49° 0
No,
3V '
———

"Inc

Hunt's
Yellow Cling —

•••

5c

Seedless

— — — 2Pr:351

RRER STRAINED

•

100

/
ARROTS.;;..;il,. b. 10°1

Fr.sty Acres

LIREEN

Igo t,
1rl'_1

ed

CAPITOL CORNER

;HUHN

11.••.

lb.

WhitsFre

Merton - reach & Apple

• •

S DAUGHTER SLAIN
dy of Marina Elizasbe, 17, daughter of
Hans Habe and acr.loise Hardt, was
a brush -filled ravine
ides from her home
lYwood. Catif
A
officer said dmety was` mordinisti*

BABY LIMAS _ _ _ 2
ED STEAKS_ _ 89°
5_. 10'
WAFFLES
FRUIT PIES_ _ _ _ 3 89'
Cheek Wagon

------1.110)61--At4e- GRAHAM ATTEND CHURCH-lvangettst I3My
Graham ileft helps President-elect Richard Nixon with his
coat after they attended a service at the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City. Standing at the right is
Rev. Bryant Kirkland.

•• •

dian Bill Cosby's secC special will be broadtril. 9. It has been dehat in Coaby's weekly
ir situation comedy see on the network next
will play a teacher in
grated high school in
Ancisco instead of a
rhood policeman, as
y announced.

iuiArts
'iiasCrispyFeh
CELERY

Frosty Agree

4

PORKSPARE RIBS
491
ALL-MEAT
ARR WIENERS
390
t
SHORTEAliBMS OF BEEF ji4,1
4?ra /Own
iAUESPAGEK:
:
r_ _
uRMake

•

Apple Sauce'

•

ft": 25*

i0 REFUNDS
,

WHIP AND CHAtItetAm "Meted chairman of the House Repubticen Conference Rep John Anderson righti of Illinois —
.
, also of Illinois,
1. cf.ngnitillate.1 by Rep Leslie Arends
‘tho wai elected to another-term as House GOP whip.

11,

•-•••••••

•

L

•
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for the Kids?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: You Paid a woman who blamed her husband
whea she Inesekent she was pregnant when she didn't wart any
more kids that she should lay off because it was partly her
tanIL to You soid, "It takes two to tango." or something Ithe
het.
-I—Wen, you ski int wrong. It tains oeli.-me strait'
Esimmined matt te trap a helpless female, bat it's the poor
wane who pays the price in the nod. I might to know. It
ineentied to me.
NELL-

MAXWFAI HOUS1 rhoirp ot

COFFEE

DEAR NELL: That was we nem Lady.

•
4
••••••SA*,•,••••
SO%.4,4

VA,
•rn

DEAR ABBY: I have been reading yeeir advice every do
,Isikin for asolution to my prank', lest to me said .. is
here pee:
I am a Sayearatd inareand Weft= with in children My
menriege
laiwg MI MOW, tam ter years I didn't draw a
Whir breatkl DIVIMILIMIched a *ea to twe.Tellmneftlitei
le*, Misreadbc4HfliG in this world cadd ever stake me
took the MIage*.
Dune a
patileing ilea**
4111lania
-1
hoveilitlreilleleakhgrlin elate Weeemit ef her Ithe
My diliddiag hes apd ma/lb paws. lip tame is covered with
mho IWO aid terikles. I Net Ilse in old wawa I've tried aD
thwinehirand "tightening" creams and waft haa worked. Is
ibire a ped Pestle.swipes Mita Chimp area who isn't too
tend*espesteee. amil wadi let nte pitID thee?
.1kby, please tee par resderellet there is no better
46
way la the world to learn be* to live 'Shod alcohol than at
ALCOMOUCS ANONYMOUS. I really didn't east to quit
&Waglot:to a minathig pit to at my family doctor off
my back,
here I Mk Whir aid hem ad eager to face
We. I
ANYBODY eau
NAMELESS. PLEASE

fr..",••••

•

SAVE 30C
with

coupon

(reg. 190
••

PRICES & ITEMS
IN THIS AD

•

IFI-E CITHt TFBRT
SAT. JAN. IITFt
1969.

we reserve the
right to limit
sold to Dealers.
CLOVER LEAF

af
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MY
cill
Me
to
Inc
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ani
a
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ity
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bat
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ma
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be.

CONIEIDIENTIAL TO VAL IN HOLLYWOOD: Geed Retsina: But deal believe everytne you see to prinL Many
nano peso& maid sae ft datentatim at character tut de ant
became they knew that am anon wrestle with a snit
orient nergise from Se
smellise he worse Fur it.

NEW YORK UPI-Weds
illegally throwing gratale
Tames with at least 18 mooeons were timid %Orr Ibr a
Iteeriletkelliee Jae. 31,1955,
recast MOW 1USI trey
rats ot a blochlimg cultivated Oa he,,satisfied their military
center strip no pima Park Ayes- etegallos, *re Willed to $6
Mello of edentifeind assistance
as.
M$ND per mob; more tor
The talk believed to sumber dapeadents.
in Wined**, wen find lotto* semend-weillertliMPUIP
erby sad&WM shag the SimWidows of Weald VicII Alfon: ammiss. Wilms* add they
have dress harp crowds ol am- TIMMS
SINIViefeeiNmectities miedielers to 'Ike Wind as
that divides Me north aggl soulk ed 'MOM. Si', Made for
roadways of Ilk aid ISM atm- GI loans egg July 25, IVO.
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(Reg. 29c)

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEIN

39C

ROUND STEAKS
SAUSAGE

BROOKDALE (reg. MO

•

Kentucky

Patties

59C

Hot or miid

CHUM

•

SALMON

16 or
can

#PEFRUIT IIIICE
CATSUP

IME
IN EXTRA WM
Al TES LOW
PRICE.

59C

24-oz.
can

(Reg. 69)

Dumplings

(Reg

346-°z.$1,,

39°

0

•

cans

(Reg
'
2
/29/
)

TOMATO

TOMATO SAUCE

l4-o.
-ns
t
o.
z* .2
49
5:
Bottle

(Reg. 294)

HUNT'S

TOMATO MICE
BOUNTY TOWELS

(Reg. 39.)

34 OFF

Ju

.1

MORTON Frozen

JONAT HA N

APPLES
GRAPEFRUIT

APPLE or
COCONUT

6.9C

4-1b,
Bag ,

MARSH SEEDLESS

: 5-1b.

PIES

Bag

_

HYDE PAR K
Hamburger

BuNs

limemeadhig to telephone calls
from residents In Me area, Me
health dipartment spread rat polo= se Ihe island Saturday, and
today Its an were expected to
go back to view the remits.

A

or Hot D og

pkgs'.$400
of 8

1

HYDE PARK

Rout

Neighborhood residents generally agree that the rats were
attracted to the area by several
elderly ladies who frequently feed Arens In the block In descc of regulations.

KRAFT

JELLY
-COMET -

•

FAMED TWINS DIE TINTINN
,
•
NEW YORK (uns — Bash twins Daisy and
Vide HilDomes. host of NBC's "Con- ton, who knew
(erne and for' ° centration" daytime game show
since It. began In ION. naves tune in their younger years.
It Jan 3 and will be replaced were found dead in their
by Bob Clayton, the program's modem* apartment In Charannouncer for five years. lotte. Ne., by police sent.
Downs remains as host of the when they failed to report
-Today" programa and will be for work at a suburban grohost kW a new series of NBC cery store Cause of death
specials dealing with science.
was trnknovrn. They were 60.
•

Brown'n
Serve..

4 P.kgs-

of 12

Apple-Blackberry
Apple-Grape
Apple-Strawberry
i.
.
Se.

CLEANSER

without

Coupon Valid thru. Jan 11th 1969

cotFpoo.....24c

Limit: 1 -coupon Per Customer
%deep at Cooper-Martin

,
V.

15-oz.
can

(Reg. 45c)

with

•

•

•

see nstseson“

Doormen alarm the street have observed some at the siiie
Children of deceased service.
daring rats cross from the cis- men continue to receive Veterans
tar imbed to raid the trash bask- Administratioa benefits after the.
et oa the corner of WM Street ir mothers remarry.
and Park AMU, rtaar the Josarises Dalmatia, Hotmd, home
of TV personality sad columnist Ed Sullinn and a favorite
stopping place for celebrities.

6
03
1/
ns
2 oz.49e

L 18BY CHICKEN

.....

POE Mire NEW 11001KLIIT "MEAT TEIDS.AGEMB
WANT TO KNOW.- MOW *Le TO AMY. BOX Mak LOS
ANGELES. CAL. ISM-

Veterans
Questions and
Answer*

2

L1BBy

Everybody has a prelim. IVImars yams? Pee a personal
reply write to Alb,. Dm IOW Ls Asealas. CaL. Mee and
anatsee singed. selladdresead nehms.

Rat Invasion On
Park Avenue Site

•

GRATED

TUNA
BEEF STEW
STEW

,

or
to

amauzor

quantities. None

DEAR MANHOLES& My bats elf to you. Talk to year far
By debar about the plank sergery. and ask Me herecommendation
DEAR ABBY - This is for "DEPRESSED." the 25-year-o4d
wile sad mother who won "Mots" to-increase the site of her
Wet:
Ii the first place, where &kiln get the idea that all males
emeldar big Mons impartee! It jest isn't so. What IS important te a man is that a wawa shield be neat, ehm, his.
at, sad eendormin. I WM spikes to ether
-*sot this.
amd
eget.Met a Mg host is seta. it
alikehi.,
to,aliiiineeti nisi ansbiene.In'cher wPide, a real man
wealdhil wok armed,the eerier to stare at me of those topAN IRATE PLUMBER
heavy ame. Thank you.

nut:
us-tenter
P°
Coupon Expires Scit.,Saft J
FM
Redeem Coupon at You1
COOPER-MARTIN FOOD STORES

—

—3-

:' mwq1/".. :

(Reg 2/37c)

LIQUID BLEACH

CLOROX

64-oz

(Reg. 374)

Bottle
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— ILV111RAY. 11211TUOICT _

Student Is
Apt Pupil In
Mathematics

ES

1/2 oz.49e
cans

5-oz.

:an

an

oar:Tour $r.

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio UPI -Four years ago a mathematics teacher gave each pipit in his eighth gra* class a theoretical $10,000
in'bitstock market.
Donald Way,ban 13, doubled
Ida liusimmet amiss beeo hooked ofilkIrtoad of finance ever
since.
Libby, now 17 and a high school
senior, operates a$500,000 stock
managing business for five clients. His office, far removed from
Wall Street, Is in his bedroom
in the Libby family home in sob.
urban Liberty Township.
Libby's badness Is torolot
neat profit
ant. He has made up to $5,600
a year in commissions since he
started advising on investments
two years ago.
His enacts, he says, are satisfied with his advice. They tend
to be "speculative" in their stock dealings
"You have to be of a speculative mind to let a 17-year old kid
manage your stocks," says the
financial whiz kid.
Libby acquired his first clients through local acquaintances
after he became fascinated by
the stock market while doublingthat original "investment." He
read extensively about investments and got quite a local reputation.
Publicity in financial newspa
pews gained him further repute,
and the customers now include
Investors in Boise, Idaho and
Rochester, N. Y.
Libby has figured another way
to capitalise on his business
acumen.
He's writing a book and sayt
an agent in New York has virtually assured him of its publicanon.
The took is entitled "Analys
log Stocks is Kid's Stuff."

re
ER

39C4
59C

SYCAMORE ST

ACRES OF
FREE
PARKING

MUSLIN SHEETS
4

Cannon Flex-O-Matic w ith
exclusive stretch edge, both
ends and all 4 corners. Completely stretchable.

3
4

cans

8-oz
cans •

14-oz.
Bottle

$1°'
49'
25,
•

Twin Fitted
Full Fitted

DRESLARGE
SES

LADIES

CANNON PILLOW CASES
Same Famous Nome at
same Famous Big K Prices..
Full 42" x 36" She.

Drug Law Poll
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI)
About 30 per cent of Persons

LADIES

LITTLE GIRLS

responding to a poll conducted
by the-assemblies of God were

•

In the 15:4 K Tradition . . . . Top Quality Nam* Brands de
prices you can afford. Whit* Muslin (Over 190 Throe&
per Square Inch.)

81 x 108 Flat Sheet or
*72 x 108 Flat Sheet

& opposed to relaxation of present hams sencersdes
and similar drugs.

•

WEDIGISDAY — JANUARY 1, 1969

RACKS
VALUES
TO $8"

smn

DRESSES

Some 18,000 respondents out
of 22.000 questioned said "no"
to any relaxation of the laws.
The poll was designed and promoted by the national Sunday
School department of the Assemblies of God to help the
churches become better acquainted with people and attitudes In their communities.

I

SHIRTS

MENS
PERWAft. PRESS
LONG SLEEVE
REGULAR $
PRICE $39 zw

Civil Disobedience
CAMDEN, N.J. (UPI) —

0

There are times when Chiletians may have to disobey thole
government to bring about Justice, peace and freedom. according to William PhelpsThompson, Stated Clerk of the
General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A.
;zi-When
. . a government
falls to provide Justice, peace
or freedom for all its citizens,
It is distorting true order, and
Christians should remain
faithful to their understanding
of what order ought to be and
seek to bring the needed
change, even at the cost of disobeying that government," Mr.
Thompson said. He spoke at a
testimonial dinner honoring
the Rev. Samuel E. Appel of
the Camden Metropolitan Ministry.

dr3B8

FROM $in

to

•

AU Rifles & Shotguns
Reduced for

CLEARANCE
ALSO LARGE STOCK

14:7s-$1°
4

•

R.sin
NOW

a

of 12 Si°
Pkgs.

18 - oz.
Jars

I:::

troz
ttlet

$1

29C
29C

SHOTGUN
RIFLE
SHELLS
SHELLS
sr to $3'
5 57c to $4n

300

SOME TUMPAYActis --- Taken

6

AMMUNITION,

to St. John's hospital in New
York ostensibly _for Irsatmeht of -stomach craniPs,"
Mrs Helen Miller, 36, of the'
Bronx. gave birth to a 6.pound daughter. Mrs. Miller
said she was surprised, and
nu was her husband. Stanley,
The nurse . 1-1- Sister
27
Marion Vtittfitica.".

OPEN
—
MON. Through SAT.9:00 A.M. 9:00
SUNDAY

South 12t1 Street
•
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Murray State Youth
Named As Thila.nd
Youth Exchange
a

LEDG

EIDERS

—

vaDszepay — JANUARY 8.1

MURRAY. ILIINTUCILY

OPEN every evening till Midnight
WE GIVE DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY
TUESDAY I WEDNESDAY
Prins I this ad good am Tuesday, JANUARY 14th
ft ream se et r

Jams* M. Isere*
Ares Ilidemise Agent
Yew& IL Nertisolluire
A Bollard Comity youth meJohn* in Prolate at Marsh
Stets University hoe boon ee
leciadtopolsrallmed as an
International Fame Moth Wschange Mudeht.
lir. Steve Wilms. ins of itr.
and hrs. Amiss W$ss. of mai-

Scuthside Shopping Center

S. 12th Street

hitorray, Ky.

tiff* commireidasrutreet

was seined an VIM dMegete by
the Essitnety 411 Depeetimut
and the Netiesal 411 Puk
The talesded Mr.. Wane.
ohs bee bees most
• In 48 work will trove la trite
.ft_Thilillfills_speatabseil
menthe.inmes M. Wm"Asot
latemien Amid in islisitd Os.
may. received the•isimemmeasyd-Wheeler,
AMC Cu &ergs of the WY!
poem.
Mhos will Use and week
with farm 4-11 hondies. end
learn firstimed about their
live& enalauna. sat
Waldo&
-When be returns he will be
expected to give 100 presentshone of his IMple6110011• hi
Thedienr, mys Dessrett
Inasnies from ether mumstries get a dater view of Americo' life by living with rural
hones het*. The purpose of
the WYE proms is to promote
so a

ADDUCTED INFANT SAFE —
Mrs. Maria Villanueva holds
her 2-month -old daughter.
Patricia. after the infant
was returned by her suspected kidnaper. Elba Rodngues. 18. in New York.

RBERS 4% oz. jars
STRAINED

MISS LIBERTY BR AD
pkg of 8
250 REELFOOT
24 oz 290 hamburger
Sandwich loaf
Buns
Hot
nrA Brown & Serve
Bs
Pkg of 8 ak
Dogun

49

4....
440
[AR'

SHORTENING

if the weal.

a fourdef agricul"Tho.pespentegoople embed- ture shisbeemsnie for Purchase
ge is finisseid hi poet by the scam, bona during February,
National 4M Foundetiem Dol- amonling to an announcement
lard County sod the Perch= today by Asa Edwards, Area
Area ii respenible ilsr about Rani lipecialist in Agronlicity chetahs Jet
mostilledines -test omy and
compades, tiegmlotime eirl the diestesurse.
individsher eleastling 66 Mr. Iiiisonle said the shostcourse
I. D. Beheytrii. Dellsod but* UM be held et the Holiday Inc
M Mayfield and will be con4-H Osumi Trordtrat
doled Ins series of four meetKr. Mises le DM semi
from Dallied Osemly. la MR huh The meeting dates will be
February 6, 13, 30, and 1171h.
Mies Laurel Ibmpeen went
on will bosh
months di Flaked ter the Reek day's
PM a. a. and will end at 11:0
-most esseitiog experience
p. a.
L7 life", resells lour*
Edwards said the shorts:mime
Mrs. Howard Doglike, Arm IC:
has been designed to provide
tension Agent is
fernier' with up-to-date bider.
Kennicky.
maths on research arid renew
nimmintiess for all aspects of
the tarsi business.
Speakers and discussion loaders for each session will be regard' personnel, state este*.
den specialists and area eatenden specialists.
The first dors preemie gets
nederway with disemeloss on
hoed me - r r" with sueensibps disconions for the mongols: of,the shartesuree do
soled to all phone at modemtisk marketing. and farm menaugment for all enterprises.
Serollnient for the shoatmune is now being accepted.
Penmen interested in attendleg are urged to contact their
local County Emission °Moe
ler additional information.

$1800 hi

-The CBS Children's Pihn
Festival- will return to the
network for a third season on
Jai?. 26. There will be nine onehour proyfams of Sims with
special appeal to children at
1:90 p.m. Sundays 81x nips
new to television and three repeats .froon the previous two
leasting will be shown:

RuSSIAN MARSHAL DEAD -Marshal Kirin
Mereskov.
who commanded Russian
troops at some level in ever)
major RU1111811 war since the
•
•
•
1918-21 civil ;war, died in
Moscow at McRae of 71, the
Press clothes made of metalSoviet News__Agssisy Tams-fibers as little as possible.
reported He lid the Soviet
47se only a cool Iron Use a thin
drives iMo 9111Mnd and
WOO Math during Pressing to
North KoreirEW World War
help prevent tarnishing of the
II. and retired in 1958.
metal fibers

Dixie Belle

CRACKERS

BISCUITS
itieuE

OIL

Armours

TURNERS

YELLOW SOLID

OLEO
SLICED

ctn. of 6

all reg size

• raynen •

.14

PEACHES
Detergent
BOLD

no.2 1/2 can
Large Size

SWEET RASHER

S iced

Miss Li erty

STEAK
PORK
End, Center Cuts
PORK LOIN

ESS
Smoker
Qu d
FRANKS
PICNICS

GRADE 'A' WHOLE

BACON
Morrell Canned
NA

lb. pkg.

3 lb. can

HAMBURGER

lb' 390
lb.

HE oirt WAtT WM filleMEN --Anuniiieified man 'averts
himself from the window of his fourth floor apartment in
seeton's Heck lasy distriet Airing a fire that killed one permit._ lige1101141(
14,
Ape to get to ground before firemen arrived.

All Brands

WE

18

19

BREAST
Legs

CUT UP CHICKE NS
59c Thighs
49c
Wings

Fresh LIVE R....fb. 79

ONKINS
PP

i
s ct
Fresh GIZZARDS lb. 39c STEAKS

3

55c
49c

Chuck Wagon

lbs. $1
fcx 690
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Apollo 8
Top News

TUB LEDGER I TIMER - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ihnii41968
, Ky.

gy United Precis international
lln terms of both headline
vibe and signmak the
Apollo Bight around the moon
Incised NO. 1 In the United
Preis Internationet survey on
the top 10 news storimpf 1998.
Thil result of,the annual balloting reflactede opinion of
UPI subscribing editors in
North America. They were mired to inset two forms, one rattha kg 10 in terms of
IMO Vitae, the other in terms
of 8110100Ince.
Tb.Inimmination of Robert

F. Keened, less the No/2 story
In the headline-value vote. The
No. 2 mot on the significant,
list went to the election of Richard N. Nixon as president.
The ballot results:
HINADLINB VAL UN
1. Apollo 8 Lunar flight.
2. Kennedy samastration.
3. Nixon elected president.
4. Martin Luther King'lamsstriation.
5. President Johnson decides
not to seek reelection.
0- MathKaisa Mime,Pueblo
and crew.
7. Soviet bloc invades Czech°.
siovakia.
8. Vietnam peace moves: Paris talks open; bomb halt.
9. Student power: political,
ethos, Behind seizures, youth revolt
line-regers birth control
edkt and remdtont church dimseadon
SIGNIPIcANCS

PORK

25c
4 R.'ism
8oz.
cans

tosies, and daily Masses ta
tampus buildings.
"Service is my conception of
the priesthood"' saYa Patter
McNamara. You have to bring
religion to the congregation,
and at a college it means maktog yourself and, more impor
tautly. making the.
11"rarnent
more available to the students"

MARINES HUNTING NORTH VIETNAMESE REGULARS Members of the U. S. 3rd Marine
Divit9Son itrg. howitsera near Dvng Ha, South Vp.t.,ni max the Laotian border as sante5,000 allied troops launch a massive offensive in

71

search for N. Vietnamese regulars.

Save on

WASH CLOTHS

•

Ikv - Itv,
LOIN

CHOPS -

dOUNTRY-STYLE
i)

NEW YORK 4.1331,-Patner
Joseph Atialikailips.___11141.
instant chaplain of Manhattan
College, has very definite ideas
on a priest's role at a collage.:
The result: midnight Maw ri•
campus, confessions In dornd-

QUARTER

firos
i

Ronnunber-tt's the Toto
on the Topa that Counts

2

navigation, fit and wildlife,
conservation, pollution and general public interest.
Written- statements concerning the proposed work should
be sent to the Nitelortile Distrist
Engineer, P. 0. Box 1070, Nobvine, Tennessee .37202, by hauary 17. Such itatimintror
become a put of OM
and will be considered in making the determination.

100

. tit;

C

Outfall Line Is
Applied For

!CUT INTO CHOPS

CENTER-CUT
+" ati
41517
*:..- ilailf
.-"'

Apollo 8 Lunar flight.
2. Nixon 'elected president.
3. Vietnam peace moves.
4. Johnson decides not to seek
reelection.
A Benton, KY..
seas
5. Continuing U. S. racial permission from theMan
Nashville
strife.
District, Corps of Engineers, to
8. Kennedy assamtnotion.
conetruot an outlet! line on a
7. Soviet-bloc invades Czecho- tributary
of the Tennessee Rislovakia.
ver, 3.5 miles up Bear Creek.
& Student power.
0. J. Houser hoe applied for
S. Martin Luther King same- a peimit
to build an eight-inc.h
aination.
treated waste effluent line on
10. North Korea seises Poo- tdie ledt honk
of the creek to
Big Beer Camp. The KenOf a long list of news de- tucky State Health Department
velopments to choose from, the has approved the treatment
U. S. racial strife Mis the only plant facilities and requires that
one rated on the aignificance the effluent be obiorineted
list thst did not make the big prior to being diatherged into
10 headline list. The birth con. the Armin.
trot controversy, which was last Granting of the permit will
determined by evaluation of
on the headline list, Ives rated
relevant factors as the ofjust below the first 10 In signiact the work would have on
ficance.
The runner-uo below the first
10 in headline value was the
marriage of Jacqueline He
to Aristotle Commis.

WEDNEEIDA1980

lb.

6
- 90

Th

lb.
0
9
5

IsAR Ar-a

MATCHLESS

BACK
BACON

White Sale time offers a wonderful
opportunity to save on every-day
horns needs!

CHICKEN

RIBS

tn. of 6
lb.

Stock Up Now...at Special Low Prices!

lb. 490

49

lb. 590
REG BOX OF 12

PUREX

GREAT NORTHERN
OR PINTO

Kola

Genuine
White Cotton

BLEACH,

29yr 3/$1 _

' Half-gallon

IGA

IGA

CATSUP

EvAn

r.

miLK

MUS-101 SHEETS

BEANS

41 Bag'
S.
IGA

39

-

Sliced or Crushed

PINE

72x10$$at
or
Twin Ntlodi

81 x 1011' Mat
k
Or
't *wide fined

$1
7

9

Toll Can

,.,..„
2/290 1s:;: 4/0s0

14 oz. Bottle

and CLEARANCE!

APPLE

190

1GA
"-CitEAM- SWIE

KRAF T
SAUCE

Mad* of firmly WINION cotton muslin for long
service. Mat shoots have 3-inch top hems- Fitted
shoots ore Sanforized and have "flosta-fir corners.
$1.09 pr.
Matching Play" Cases
Ii

460Z. CAN
,

CORN
IIAN

BAR.B.0

$3.19

18 oz. Bottle

0303 Can

i

3/$1
Aunt

Jemima

BUT TERMILK

PUNCH
3/st.

YELLOW

2 lb.
N

pAraKE

Mit-0n

cARRogis

BLENDED BLANKETS
Solid Colors and Plaids
ONIONS

BOX with FREE SYRUP

ibs. $1.00
6

LB. BAG

30
IUIog

290

39tw
SWEET

FRESH

FLORIDA

f°r 690

C

Double and Twin Size

HOBNAIL BEDSPREADS
White
and
Colors

2for $500
Blended for beauty and long monks.
Non-allergenic. Acetate binding. 5o11ds
are 72x84 inches . . plaids are 72x90
inches.

$599

63% cotton - 37% rayon hobnail spreads
at a budget price. Washable and lintfree. Bullion fringe trim.

New Exciting Assortment

TERRY BATH TOWELS
• Prints
• Jacquards
- -•Solids

$138

Values to $2.50, If whim. Heavy multicolor prints, solid c.Isrlanyards, 24one
jacquards and 24x4S" heavy solid mhos.

JANUARY CLEARANCE -- BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS NOW!
POTATOE

lb.

•-•

c

ylon

ORANGES

100511 BAG

. soz• can , es.BABY FOOD

lb.

10

REDUCED

• .4

L ad i e s

Fall Dresses

1 20tf
y4to /
trained

REDUCED
-

[REDUCED

Ladies

tad i e s

Fall Hats
/
1
20ff

Sweaters
to1
/
2 off

REDUCED
I Rack

REDUCE D
'

Ladies iShoes
1/3 to /2 off

I Rack

Childrens Shoes
1 2 off
1/3 to /

Kraft

. Red Cross - Long.

SPAIIIETTI
,-,......-

490

Gerber

All Brands_

,IISCUITS

CABBAGE

7°z'

2/

MIRACLE WHIP

Qt.

St

Open 24 flours Daily - - Closed Sundays
WE SELL--TRAVELLERS EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
AN.
ertces in this ad good through
Tuesday, January 14, 1969.

REDUCE D

liens Jackets
Sweaters
25% off

REDUCED

Boys Jackets
_
&
Sweaters
25% off

REDUCED

All Purpose
. Coats
to $11.88

REDUCED

1 Table
Mens Shoes
to $5.88

R E D_V_CLP_

Mens
All Purpose
Coats
to $15.88

•

.•

0

.,„
•

•

•
•

•
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coupenago maggigagng Rounded up during increased operOmit ft the asatbaranseat region of South Vietnam, long a
Dalrellura are cqiislesli
muntsue.soidiers at Ca Mau.
••

Vnt Cent enlegteni!dr

Painting —
Therapy For
Mental Ills

by South Viet-

0-IUE
Food Dollar

/Radiophoto/

Baboons Airnost
Foil] Up Motorist

NAIROBI, Kenya UPI - Tourist
Roger MONIS Berellim, France, vas *Mai es the road between MOW 1.0114.0a*.when
Ids car
*tie.
Milieu got out, jacked up the
$y PATRICIA MCCORMACK car and look off the tire. He put
Nt
.w atarm ___ The Si WKS and nuts into the hub
tot 17.
fromwhiswk. iit
elgi
sesk
aedsk
atarted down the road
raja— • metal illness.
Stte *ewe op far tmeatnient Ail MIA* Milked fir when
this ow.
et
sad am a bans
—l1 .
,of
*-1114-cuadim
baring
her elea for she tits down and Mete 10

Bush - # 313 can

PARIS TALKER lleaglo Cabot
Lodge Jr. I top . ambassador
to West Germany And firmer ambassador to"'South
Vietnam. has been named
chief negotiator atjthisParts
Vietnam' talks by 'Presidentelect Richard Nixon. Lodge.
Will replace Averell Harris
hian 'owes -

"lhe Watt.11"111baliniftirbig
Milien faced
in time to see them disappear into the jungle with the bolts.
draw.
Milieu changed the tire, secfills the Large page with
four letters. They ssell
wed it wit a MU Irma WOW
-In ilea one in family art t:111# ether
es filia dm*.
'WY
therapy, used it the National into town to have it flied at a
lasting. of Mental Health garageNISH'Io speed up communicabon and hasten treatment aid
diagnosis.
•
The painting and drawing in
cases is more efficient Chrysler Hikes
'
then conversance as a mode of
Price Of Cars
Communication,
Wield Disappears
World
NEW YORK 'UPI —Think
The girl wbo drew "Ii-A-T-E"
DETROIT UPI - Chrysler Co- New York and Chicago are
the first time, in later sessions
rp:
has
raised
the
price
of
its
the nation's largest cities? Los
still had "hate" in the picture
but it was not the focal point. cars by $17 because of front Angeles;', you say? Don't bet
seat
headrests required by new a nickel- on any of them, WilNear the end of treatment,
the word -hate" was not used_ federal safety standard, which liam S Poster advises
She drew a picture of herself west into effect Jan. I.
The price increases,
Jacksonville. Florida. is the
at a crossroad.
total land
Titkessists interpreted this as ed Thursday, matched those of largest U.S.
a sign of bee braadlaaad out- General Motors Corp. and the area. Poster says. Poster, edilook on life. The petiset, init- Ford Motor Co., who raised the- tor of The American City magtally very resisted to treat- ir prices for the same reason. mine. has just completed a
Alliprican Motors Corp. incor- study of'Agtual city size.
ment saw art tbseepy ea
lag.my thiskiNg-aed isittiag ifty porated the cost.of hea4rtsts into
Its 1969 model prices list tall. American- City, management
feelings sot.'"
ournal for 35,000 local govThe fusible sad sister of the
rrument officials, finds Jackgirl also ,subssithel to art thersomille leads
list with 752
apy Getting to know relatives willing to admit to problems. .sou.are miles ofthe
area.
But
in
the
course
of
art
therand their przblems often helps
to improve the prognosis with apy, the problems were brought Second largest in U.S.: Oklasome schizophrenics. Often. the (,ut and identified.
oma City,i
630 square
les. Third: Honolulu with
family's problems and tbe pat-' Family art therapy develop- miIles.
ed
10 years ag3 at NISH. Fain- 598.
iest's
are related. A andaa,
and well. drew Ily members could see what
ber wither as a whirlp,ol. This their patient-relative was paint- Only at ter Metropolitan
'kiggered a discussion on tbe rbg only if they loaned the ac- Nashville 1532 square miles)
conic Los Angeles 4 455 and
powerful and dominating fare "v"Y
was an the City of New York .315,,
Al Flrirt the t
(IT role Played by the or:other. adjunct
to regular
'y ther- Will New York and Los AnAfter she discussed the ho-i
age of her mother for while, apy. Later, art imselosis with geles ever catch up?
the sister reeliod something families were schaddsal immed- "Not likely," Poster says.
that never nava bit Wore: iately upon etheiedesto. the "Many U.S. cities are rapidly
'enlarging their borders to take
''The mother aaapsd con- clinical center.
unistaatly because Ski
ese-r- Mrs. Hanna Yaza Ksiolhavy- in Surrounding areas
ska heed of the art therapy fied solution to pressing urban
cerised about do _Whirl
'
problems.
But
with
New
program
York
of the adult is
-ychia**J ibe children."
try branch of the NISH, hts and certain other older _cities.
-—
Fear Of Itssailna
recently completed a,pilot pro- expansion would run into wellThe iti-:ther, in
art ject using this technique with entrenched satellite cities and
therapy semi
*one/ he r families who had histories of 'suburbs"
apprehension about
schizophrenia and psychoneuroterapy She drew s plebes '
,Ms.
Iler family standing under a
Roth family types showed
huge black cloud to earlier,
, improvement over the course
'mums. the mother was uo- of therapy. she reports

•

&west City?
Jacksonville!!

•

!

2cAl"

SAUERKRAUT
Bush - # 303 can

Peter Pan

PEANUT BUTTER _

12 oz. _ _ _ _ 43.

CRISCO

3 lbs. 79)

Sunflower

WISK

1"
"

11.35

king

SILVERDUST _ $1.09
Sunshine

GREEN LIMAS
Bash. #3•0
PINTO BEANS
lo•
eau

60 CL - SCOTT

KRISPY CRACKERS

1 lb. 33$

Cello

Nabisco

S or IDEAL CHOC.c'

PINWH

39°

FAMILY NAPKINS
20R 2

Mussleman's

LE SAUCE
Kellogg's

SWIFT PREMIUM -.1 lb.

SPECIAL s`K"

ACON 590
FRANKS 390
SWIFT PREMIUM - 12-0z.

Delited

GRAPE JELLY
O'Sage

PEACHES

SIMILAC

FLOUR

)

10 lbs.

99'

WESSON Olt
Kraft

FRESH

CATFISH
Swift ProTen
SIRLOIN

MARSHMALLOW
8

'CREME

6%

7-oz.

STEAK

190
CARNATION

MILK 21".330

"••)'•

ROAST
SPAGHETTI
PONG
•

adapted their bicycles for moving ',supplies to.Afte battlefront
The photo was La ken u,Hanoi by French' • photographer
Marc Itaboud for Liassit Magazine.

25°
4:: 27°

MIRACLE WHIP _
PING

_ 25,
Call

Presodent•
PARIS TALKERS
t Ita hard Nixon named
Las,fent e E. W.41,41 itop;) iro,
11

SablismG sU'ufO IIATTLEIROM7 worth Vistasaisse hay, •

and MEATBALLS

.6r/tidy

to

AnibitiliiIdtIt

lititry Cabot_ Lodge. is_ at
the Vietnam pea(e talks in
.Paris. aril Ma riehalrnitilen
.4 lower • to work with thi•

dpietitinn.
.."

4.

taar6siattawatitamme, •

'777'

it

—4
•

•
_
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•
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Sale!
CANNON'S "PALO ALTO"
LUXURY TOWELS

1.80
24 x 44" bath
USUALLY 2.30

-

CannOrt Qtaality through and
through! Oramatii roses jac
guard printed in pink, green,
gold,. blue. Swirling border
underscores key color. Impressive, dramatic - brings
new life to any bath decor.
Hand towel, usually 1.30,1.08
Washcloth, usually 590, 48(

116M ;5PnV

2f-'35°
•

SCHIFFLI-EMBROIDERED
"ENCHANTMENT"
"State Pride' fluffy white cotton
bath coordinates, bordered with
'STATE PRIDE' TOWELS embroidered
flowers in blue,

1.80

gold, pink, moss green.
Hand towel, usually 1.30..1.08
Washcloth, usually 59t .
480

24 x 46" bath
USUALLY 2.30

-

,5901

DACRON7FILLED BED PILLOW
100% Dacron• polyester filling.
Non-allergenic, stays plump. Com•
pletely odorless. Corded striped
tick. Our 'State Pride.'
'•0 Pea

3-

Rolls

I lbs.

43
39°
99°

2$
FOR

ode Ma

Usually 3.99 each

$6

FOR
• Usually 3.99 each

•oIII WNW III'
0IIIIIwet

,111711111111,41111014

SAVE ON 'STATE PRIDE'
QUILTED MATTRESS PADS
Save your expensive mattresses and save on these
sale prices too! Machine wash and dry-State Pridepads are Sanforized- (max shrinkage 1%)

IL

4

FLAT PAD, BLEACHED COTTON FILLED
Twin size, anchor bands
Double size, anchor bands

1
1
1
4
1
1

SEAMVSS COMBINATION PAD AND COVER
Bleached cotton filled, twin fitted
Bleached cotton filled, full fitted
Dacron• 88 filled, twin fitted
Dacron 88 filled, full fitted

1

Smooth 10070cotton
white sheets and cases

1
1
1

1.67'-"

1

4
1
1
1
1

180-COUNT COTTON PERCALE

USUALLY
249
3.29
249
3.29
2 for 149

72 x 108" flat
81 x 108" flat
twin fitted double fitted 42 x 38" pillowcases

422.1talg,

•

,,

3.11=11111111111.611,1111EN-1111011allatert

4.99
5.99
5.99
6 99

3.88
4.88
5.44
6.44

I Piece, Regular 29.99

110

SALE
147
117
1.47

(
:
GY

Slight Irregular
Sale Price

20.88

0
11
2190 Fag

-

"fibrils Frsa The Same Suits As lisliti. Akan"

9%
i

SALE
1.99
2.29
1.99
1.2
1.20

yd.
Slight Imperfect

-

_
-at

-

4.
'

-14

.......,

100
IACRON

72 x 108" FLAT MUSLIN, usually 2.29

USUALLY
1.29
2.49
2.29
2.49
2 for 1.10

SALE
2.88
3.11

Canna-mention their name -

c/
/o

All State Pride cotton sheets go on sale! Now's the time to pick
the size, the quality, the "State Pride" that fits your family
best. You'll reallx appreciate the savings!
LUXURY COTTON MOSCIP4'
72 x 108" flat
81 x 108" flat
twin fittitd
double fitted
42 g 36" pillowcases

'DUMP/
3 50
4 50

LADIES FAMOUS KNIT SUITS
Sorry -

-

, Quart

••-•••••-s-

I.

MOLDED FOAM LATEX BED PILLOW
Molded in one piece; hundreds of
tiny air vents breathe, help keep
you comfortable. Zip-off cover.
Our 'State Pride' your best buy!

it>

•kei(4
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•

•"-•
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TOAST THE NEW YEAR
WPJI DYAR ABBY!
Abigail Van Buren, America's most widely read
personal consultant, offal; you a holiday paCkage Ofthe
most delightful letterS-Slie re-ceived in 196

8.

Whether it's it problem about morals,
mothers-in-law or money, Abby's witty,
commonsense way with advice will spread
more good cheer than spiked eggnog.

DEAR ABBY - What do'you think of a married couple
who have their MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE framed and hang- •
beg in their living room? They have been married for eight
years and have eight kids. [No twint1
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: They peimimiaratt Ma
that they're nut practicing wl1h0410
-1Witese.

1
I I

mow Ra knew

DEAR ABBY is -The Pill" 100 per iest foolpro
of'
MUST KNOW
DEAR MUST: !Netlike( is Me per cent "feet prolog"
is the
bee& at a feel_

DEAR ABBY What kind of a beilteett would encour
age his
wife to line herself up with dates with other men
while he is out
of town?
NOSY
DEAR NOSY: One with a guilty conscience.
DEAR ABBY When my husband drove me to work this
morning I noticed that his right ear was perfectly clean
When
hepicked me up atgle work, I noticed there was lipstick
on his
AP ear What should I do about this'
ELSINORE

DEAR EL.SINORE: Tell year husband either to have
Ms
DEAR ABBY: When a man marrie
.gfead kiss him on his left ear, or to start driving
s a girl fresh out of
a British car
college be doesn't expect to get the
se yes will be seated on his left! II( thls doesn't work.
world's greatest cook and
kick
housekeeper. But how brainy does a girl
have to be to know she
shouldn't starch her husband's underwear?
UNCOMFORTABLE
SAR AY:
DEAR UNCOMFORTABLE: That's a pretty
stiff "seeds* -pra&kat.irbe mot I em in the Mir* and have a little
before I left The States I surprised my girl
Give her time.
with a diamoodemgagement ring.
,She acted tlike he was thrilled to pieces, and of
course I
was happy, too. Her mother took ine aside and asked
me if I
DEAR ABBY. The lady who signed
could get a refund on the riag-well, I couldn't.
herself "FLAT IN
BACK" and wanted to know where
Now
I
get
a
letter
from my girl telling me that she and her
she couki find a foam
rubber famry is lucky She has all her proble
mother "traded" in the engagement ring on another
ms behind her.
one which
Those forward-looking engineers in the
is bigger and much "nicer" She said her mother
foundation industry
paid the
asem to have dedicated theeseeives to tbe
difference.and I can pay her back when I get home,
proposition thirirs
but for me
what's up front that counts.**
not to worry about it
Not es. A few years beck, weevill manida
I am not exactly "worried" about it. but I don't
cturers came eul
think it
with a -fable derriere" [One such
was a very nice thing for them to do If you were
item, appropriately named
in my place.
"FANCY THAT," is still on the market.]
what would you do?
G L
I won't any that the dernamk4or such mitte
n hit bottom,
DEAR G. I.: Nethiag for the moment. But when you
but almost no one makes them anymore.
gel
So it would seem that
stateside, size up the situatiou and make sure your girl
these "bras" for the fanny were a bust
and her
metier deal have a WEDDING ring waking for you that's
Sincerely,
big
WILLIAM B GLEESON.
enough for you to jump Mrs.
[Pavers, Knoilwood, Hopkins, Minn

DEAR ABBY: Maybe YOU think it's all r‘ht for a
husband to give his wile an electric toaster sr mixer for
Mother's day, but if my Mishind ewer showed up with a gift to
remind me that I was kitchee help, I'd probably strangle him
with the card
What kind of Mother's day present does your Mamboed give
you, Abby! And what do you give him for Father's day'
'NOSY IN PITTSBURGH
DEAR NOSY: Every Metier's day my Imsbassi gives sae
the bldg. Aug every Father's day I give 'ma back.
me.

-^

DEAR ABBY: First let me explain that I am 46 years old
and my husband, Rube, is 52 I have a dear friend about my
age who lost her husband 4 years ago, and she's had a bad case
of nerves ever since. She told me that her doctor told her that
all she needed was a man.
Now I hope you won't think I'm a terrible person, Abby, but
when my friend kind of hinted around that she would like to
borrow my Rube once in a while to quiet her nerves, I really
didn't see anything so wrong with it.
To tell you the truth, I never was very affectionate, and I
always felt like Rube got cheated in that department
somewhat.
No one would have to know. rio you think I'm crazy'
RUBE'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: I deal haw whether you're "crazy"
or net.
but I do Mist year generosity is unbelievable. Perhaps, you'd
better consult Rube. You could be playing • dangerous
game.
If Rabe is going to be "lent mit" for therapeutic
purposes,
maybe he knows some other seedy eases at "nerves"
that seeill,
"quieting." ...

DEAR ABBY I have been married for exactly one month
The other night I discovered that my wife noes MAYON
NAISE on her hair before she goes to bed. She has
the
preposterous Idea that it makes her hair grow faster
She
claims that lots of women use it
I have never heard of this before, have you? I would like
to
find out if what she says is true, as I don't tare to smell
mayonnaise all sight.
NEW HUSBAND
!MAR NEW: I am interined by my hair-raisiag experts
that mayesisaise cantabile a protein property which is beneficial
I. the hair. But there are heir essiditioners ea the market
whieb are more effeedint, and smell better. Tell year wife
that
when yew So to hod ill a tomato yes prefer to do without Use
'mayonnaise.

DEAR ABBY I am 30 years old, not married, and
I work
to support myself. I'm not bad looking and live a fairly
normal,
happy life, but I'm beginning to wonder if maybe
I'm foolish to
work the way I do. What I'm trying to say is,
I have a girl
friend who works part-time-like maybe two
days a week She
has had four husbands and die's single again
She has boy
friends for everything One pays her rent, another
lets her drive
his car, another painted and papered her wfilflrf
iouse and she
bragged all she gave him was lunches and
a few daughterly
kisses.
She sees the rent-payer on week-ends and
sbg also has a
truck driver staying 47iCh her off and on when
he's in town. I
don't know how she gets away with it
Shouldn't someone tell
these chumps the score'
HER FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Deal worry about
Use chumps. Some
men don't care what the score is as long
as they're in the
game.

DEAR ABBY What do you think
of a president of •
multimillion-dollar business who conies
to work with holes in
his socks' This didn't happen just once,
it is a regular thing
with him
He wears custom-made suits, and drives
a Cadillac car,
but he goe‘arseird'airith great big holes
in the heels of his
socks.
WORKS FOR HIM
DEAR WORKS:
say be must be married to
a weasels
wbedoeseX give a dors.

=-• •
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DEAR ABBY There is a handsome new teller
at the bank
where I deposit the company checks, and
he has me so
fluttered I hardly know *hat I'm doing.
This morning after I made my deposit.
he touched my
hand when he gave me my receipt, and I
nearly fainted He
has the most beautiful smile. Abby, and he
seems to light up
when he sees me coming. One of the girls
who works at the
bank said he asked her if I was engage
d or going orith
somebody, so he must be interested in me. Hew
can I let him
know I would like to know him better
without being too
forward?
•
DEPOSITOR
DEAR DEPOSITOR: Just keep making those
deposits. and
watch the interest grow.

DEAR ABBY' The letter about the gal who was "FLAT IN
BACK" reminded me of a friend of mine.
She had a beautiful figure At least she looked like she had
She went to one of Playboy clubs for an interview becaus
e she
wanted to be a "bunny "
Well, she didn't make it The reason was, she was "flat in
back," too, and she'd always worn one of those foam rubber
fannies. Guess they want all their "cotton tails" to be
for real.
Lornrs FRIEND :
DEAR ABBY. Maybe you've never heard of a "false
fanny,' but" know there must be such an item because I saw
one advertised in a catalog. It was called, believe it or
not,
"THE LIVING END" L
MARCIE
DEAR ABBY How does a 20-year-old girl '*ho has jusç
announced her engagement with intentions to marry in the
summer tell her parents she thinks she had better get marrie
d
as soon as possible'
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: la English. And as sees as possible!
DEAR ABBY I am a divorced woman in my late
thirties
I am secretary to a very successful, prominent,family
man
who has a very fine reputation. He is always telling everyo
ne
what a wonderful wife he has, but you should see this
bird
operate behind closed doors.
1 do receive an excellent salary, with many fringe benefit
s,
but it seems that being mauled goes with the job
He simply
cannot keep his hands off me I have threatened to
walk out if
he doesn't cut that stuff out He promises he will, but the
next
r day he is right back, locking the office door, and startin
g the
whole thing over again
I know you will say WALK OUT, but it's not that easy I am
the sole support of myself, two children, and an invalid mother.
This job is five Minutes from my home, no carfare, no lunches
,
and as I have said, the pay is wonderful. Now what?
MAULED IN PH1LLY
DEeft MAULED: Walk out, anyway. Your next job may
not have as many fringe benefits, but neither will it require
combat training.
• DEAR ABBY: We have an old-maid neighbor -who thinks
he is smart She named her cocker spaniel "Lester" knowing
perfectly well that was my husband's name.
In the evening when she calls her dog, my husband goes to
the window and barks just to confuse her.
There have been times when I have called my husban
d
when he's down the road somewhere and that dog would
come
running
Isn't there something we can do about this' There
surely
must be laws to protect respectable people against
being
humiliated publicly by people like her I'd take her to
court if I
thought I could win
LE-STER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE. If you have a bone to pick with
your mightier over her. dog, better do It Out of court.
A grown man
who would "bark" to confuse a neighbor who's calling
her dog
is in no positive to find fault with • practical piker.

DEAR ABBY: I am a freshman at college and have
a
serious question to ask you When a boy tries to
get you to IR
all the way by asking, "You wouldn't buy a pair of thew
without trying them on, would you?" What Is a girl suppos
ed te
say'
PID
1.
DEAR STUPID: "I'd rather buy a pair if abeee-illbee
t
trying them on, than get stork with a pair that's' beta
*Weir
everybody in town."

DEAR ABBY: My husband is well over the age of
collecting social security, but would you believe he is so vain he
won't put in for it because he doesn't want to admit hieright
age!
He is still running after women, too. Believe me, if he vier
catches any it will be perfectly harmless. I should know.
I have been touching up his hair for years, otherwise it
would be snow-white. Lately I have been telling him
it is time
be let his hair go "natural," for it is no crime for a man
his'
age to have white hair, but he says, no, he still wants me
to
touch it up for him. If you were me, would you!
ELSA
DEAR ELSA: No. Tell him as keg as Mere is settee
la the
fitrnace, be may as well leave the sew en the
roe.,

r.

DEAR ABBY • What do you think of a husband who
retiree
each night very early. except when a very attractive
friend Of
mine is visiting me for the evening!
He will stay up, and try to be in her company, showin
g off
and being verldever, witty, and charming alt
the while.
Yet after this guest leaves, he will tell me that
he Minim
she ij conceited, selfish, and net at all pretty-whic
h certaiiik
is not true according to everyone 4111se's evaluation
of her Then
he says he cannot stand her, and treaders how I can
Even my
children noticed this.
PERPLEXED
"SEAR PERPLEXED: Actions speak louder than
words.

DEAR ABBY • I went to a cocktail party where there were
about 50 people just milling around making small talk
A rather sexy looking gal spotted me from across the
'room and pretty soon she was beside me starting up a conversation When I realized that she had more than a casual
interest in me. I thought I'd better put her straight, so
I told
her I was a married man She then asked. "Happily?"
I
think that was ad extremely persons' question for one strange
r
to ask another. What do you suppose-she had in mind'
CARL
DEAR CARL: de
eebeeted eveilag.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••mom

DEAR ABBY. You always tell girls
that men in unikwill
are 0 K I would have agreed with
you a teW years ago, but OK
any more I learned my lessons with
a guy in the Air Force.
Boy, was he ever_ a WWII-never
saw a guy work so fast in all
my life.
.
He was a perfect gentleman as
long as he was in uniform,
but the minute he got out of
uniform he was a changed person.
ANNIE LOU
DEAR ANNIE: You never should
have let him take his
uniform off.
DEAR ABBY: What would you
think if your husband could
hardly wait, for the hunting
season to open And then he
took
off in the middle of the night
for a four -clay hunting trip
and
forgot his rifle' I thank you
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING I would
think that he did not intend
to shoot whatever it was
that he set out to hunt.
DEAR ABBY That guy who said his
"eye had begun to
rove" because his wife made breakfast
every morning for him
In her nightgown, barefoot, with her
hair uncombed, had better
find a better excuse
My wife has been getting my breakfast
in her nightgown
with her hair uncombed for 20
years, and to me she's
beautiful
r•i
I know lots of husbands who fix instant
coffee and grab a
donut and call it breakfast becaus
e their wives
are too lazy to get out of bed
My doll prepares a breakfast for
me that's fit for a king.
It's either fresh juice, French
toast and maple sirup,
Or
pancakes and sausages, or eggs and
bacon and home-made
biscuits And plenty of REAL
coffee.
So she doesn't comb her•hair'
Who needs Elizabeth Taylor
at 6 30 in the morning/
LOUIE IN FLATBUSH
DEAR LOUIE: Rirhard Burton,
maybe!

stare-bought

a

DEAR ABBY• Do you think a man
who would cheat on Ida
expense account would cheat on
his wife"
CHRISTY
DEAR CHRISTY: Only a m
w ain't resist nice round
figures.
....;
;•••••.,4•11••••., •••-
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DEAR ABBY. Every year my husband gives a -birthday
party" for Ruby, his first wife who has been dead for 12 years.
now All their old friends are invited and they have a regular
party for "Ruby"--food, drinks, birthday cake, and everything.
Then they all go out to the cemetery to "talk" to Ruby and •
I... her a piece of birthday cake.
I have no objections to my husband visiting Ruby's "pal
so her birthday, or any other day, but this "birthday party"
really gets me. I've gone to two. Do I have to go to any
mate
And what do you think of such parties?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: I think year limitiand Is
pretty deep to find an excuse to give a party. Yea
deal have 1111
go to these parties maims yea want to. And
neither dams aspen!
Mae.

•

•

•
•
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Long Pants
For Women
Predicted
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lection. Hemlines were pegged
at midpoint between hipbone
and knee.
Even Marie McCarthy, designing for the Larry Aldrich
collection, kept the hems at
between fotir and five inches
above the knee. That's longer
then the junior sophisticates'
shorties but still, but a lot of
tastes, too short for comfort.

'Second Summer'
NEW YORK i UPI)-A "second summer" program of 25
new vacation plans .covering
Florida, Puerto Rico', Mexico,
Bermuda and the Bahamas is
offered by Eastern Airlines.
A "vacation planner" that
lets people work out their own
vacations in terms of cost and
the Medal things they like todo is contained in a 16-page
color booklet describing the
package of 25 vacations.

CARD OF THANKS
JANUARY SPECIAL
We wish to expren our sinTWO TRUCKS. One 51 InterMF-35 Trader
cere thanks and appreciation By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
national electrical and one 1050
Power Spread Wheels
for each kindness shown us
NEW YORK (UPI) - Yves
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a guy in the Air Force
a guy work so fast in all

ng as he was in uniform,
le was a changed person.
•
ANNIE LOU

d have let him take his

ink if your husband could
open And then he took
our-day hunting trip and
WONDERING

Mt that he did not intend •
Ito hunt

i his "eye had begun to
a every morning for him
sir uncombed, had better

.akfast in her nightgown
tars, and to me she's

istant coffee and grab a
ast because their wivei

me that's fit for a king.
t and maple sirup, or
bacon and home-made

needs Elizabeth Taylor
OWE IN FLATBUSH

saybe?

riviao would cheat on *
CHRISTY

I can't resist eke

Peanuts®

•

by Charles M. Schulz

e.

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller

Abbie 'N Slats

Per All Your
Real Bosse Needs
-CallOUT SPANN REAL 'STAYS
Phone 753-7724
H-ITC

JANUARY SPRCIAL
MP-44 Trader
Live giOn,sitti-Power
on
STOKES TRACTOR
IMPLEMENT CO.
Industrial Rmil 753-1314
3-10-C

AKC REGISTERED German CLIFFORD OUT. SERVICE at
Shepherds, 7 weeks dd. Phone 5 points offers free with each
642-4257. Robert T. Taylor, oil change, filter change and
Route 2, Paris, Tenn.
3-10-P lubrication (American cars),
White Dover Ironstone dinner"
MALE POINTER bird dog, 8 wear. Value from 99 cents to
months old, $25.00. Pure bred $2.99. First come first choice.
English Shepherd puppies. $5.00 Januery 6 thru January 9 mieach. C. A. Boyd, Puryear, ll.
3-11-C
Tenn. 247-5458.
3-10-C
TAMIL SHOE STORE. 510 Mein.
PORTABLE Electric Organ, ex- Your boot
headquarters for
cellent condition. Call 753-7430. men and boys. Exclusive deal.1-10-C ers for these nationally advertised brands, Acme, Red Wing,
Hawkeye, Wellington, Di ngos,
Texas and Dimond brands, in
FOR LEASE: Commercial builddress, casual and work boots
ing about 2,400 square feet
J-14-C
floor space, paved parking
space Available Feb 1. Phone ILOCTROLUX SALES It
753-3805 or 753-3482.
3-10-C des. Dos 113 Murray, gy.. C.
X Sanders. Plume 3134176.
Lynnville, Ky
Fbb.-5-NC

JANUARY CLEARANCE

"DELTONE factory Daub haw
aid batteries for all mod
side. Warne Drage.
15-111)

1/3 MARK DOWN
ON NUMEROUS ITEMS

TO TAKE OVER THE
COUNTRY
AGAIN

Lil' Abater

PLEASE!-G I MAE

ONg.GLIMPSE
0'BRUTE
\I
BRAWU
BUM!

by Al Capp
TS BEEN A GRAND
DAY ft'-YOU'VE'
SNAPPED 2SPINES,
FRACTURED+ SKULLS,
AND BEAT AN OUTLAW
TO A PULP WITH 1419

OWN MOMS!!

WANTED TO BUY

-CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP
ipo

by R. Van Buren

North 15th
J

WANTED: 1,000 barrels of dry
No. 2 yellow ear corn Will
pay highest market prices. Calloway County Soil Improvement Association. Phone 7532924.
3.14-C
"-A
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T S AST THE NEW YEAR
„wall DEAR ABBY!

,

Abigail Van Buren, America's most widely read.
personal con—ilia
st nt, offers you a holiday package of the
most delightful 4eUers she received in 1968.
4."

.r

Whether it's a problem about morals,
mothers:444km, or money,,Abby's witty,
r

commonsense way with advice will spread
more good cheer than spiked eggnog.

DEAR WONDERING: I think year baslased
Is digging
pretty deep to fled an excuse to give a party. Yen
don't have to
iga to these parties aimless you want to. And Neither
does any's*
ebe.

DEAR ABBY: First let me explain that I am 46 years old
and my husband, Rube, is 52 I have a dear ,friend about my
age who lost her husband 4 years ago, and she's had a bad case
of nerves ever since She told me that her doctor told her that
all she needed was a man.
Now I hope you won't think I'm a terrible person. Abby, but
when my friend kind of hinted around that she would like
to
borrow my Rube once in a while to quiet her nerves. I
really
didn't see anything so wrong with it.
To tell you the truth, I never was very affectionate, and I
always felt like Rube got cheated in that department
somewhat
No one would have to know. Do you think I'm crazy'
RUBE'S WIFE

DEAR ABBY What do you think of a married couple
vas ham their MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE framed and hanging la tisk living room? They have been married for eight
peen and have eight kids [No twins]
A FRIEND

DEAR WIFE. I asset know whether you're "crazy" or not,
hat I de think your generosity is unbelievable. Perhaps you'd
better mosaic Rube. You could be playing •danger
ous game
If Rabe is going
be "lent out" for therapeutic purposes,
maybe he knew: sense ether weedy cases of "serve
s" that seed
"quieting."

DEAR FRIEND: They probably want the world to knew
it they're net practicing without a !keine.
DEAR ABBY - What kind of a husband would encour
age his
wife to line herself up with dates with other men
while he is out
of town?
NOSY
DEAR NOSY: One with a guilty conscience.

DEAR ABBY Is "The Pill" 100 per cent foolpro
of?
MUST KNOW

DEAR ABBY: When my husband drove me to work
this
morning I noticed that his right ear was perfectly clean.
When
he picked me up after work, I noticed there was lipstick
on his •
right ear What should I do about this?
kaINoRE

NM MUST: Nothing is lee per cent "feel
proof" in the
heeds of a loot

DEAR ELSINORE: Tell year husband either
to have his
friend kiss him on his left ear, or I. start driving
a British ear
so you will be 'elated on his left! Ilf this
doesn't work, kick
kiln out either door

DEAR ABBY: When a man marrie
s a girl fresh out of
college he doesn't expect to get the
world's greatest cook and
housekeeper But how brainy does a -girt
have to be to know she
alionidn't starch her hand's underw
ear'
UNCOMFORTABLE
DEAR UNCOMFORTABLE: That's a
pretty still amides.
Give her time.

DEAR ABBY Maybe YOU think it's all right
for a
lanallid to give his wife an electric toaster or mixer for
-111011mes day, but if my husband ever showed up with a gift to
remind me that I was kitchen help, I'd probably strangle him
lab the cord
What kind of Mother's day present does your husband give
you, Abby' And what do you give him for Father's day'
NOSY IN PITTSBURGH
DEAL NOSY. Every Mother's day my husband gives me
-Eta kids- And "retry Father's May I give 'em hack

DEAR ABBY I have been married for exactly one month
l'he other night I discovered that my wife uses MAYONNAISE on her haw before she goes to bed. She has
the
preposterous idea that it makes her haw grow
faster. She
dais that lots of women use it
I have never heard of this before, have you? I would
like to
/Id Mit if what she says is true, as I don't care to amen
111111,11Inaise all eigld.
,
-NEW HUSBAND
MAR NEW: I am heferssed by my hair-raking experts
ilaymmaise mambos a protein property whirl" is beneficial
On the hair. Bat there are bait tmeatiesers •• the market
talikli are more effective...ad mei better. Tel your wife that
abtea yea gs to bed with a leS41110 you prefer to de without the
• imireeemise.

4

DEAR ABBY: I am in the service and have
a little
problem The night before I left The States I surpris
ed my girl
with a diamond engagement ring.
She acted like she was thrilled to pieces, and
of course I
was happy, to Her mother took me aside
and asked me if I
could get a refund on the ring—well, I couldn'
t.
Now I get a letter from my girl telling me that
she and her
mother "traded" in the engagement ring on another
one which
is bigger and much "nicer." She said her mother
paid the
difference and I can pay her back when I get home,
but for me
not to worry about it
I apt _net exactly "worried" about it, but I don't
think it
was a eillyiehe thing for them to do If you
were in my place.
Mad Weald you do?
G 1
1111A0 G. I.: betiding for the moment. Rat wiieu you
get
el1110111161. she up the aitastise and make sure your girl
and her
ataber don't have a WEDDING ring waiting for you that's
big
oungb for you to jump this.

DEAR ABBY I am 30 years old, not married,
and I work
to support myself. I'm not bad looking and live a fairly
normal,
happy lifejait ra beginning rowonder if maybe
I'm foolish to
work the way I do. What I'm trying to
say is, I have a girl
friend who works part-time—like maybe two
days a week She
has had four husbands and she's single again
She has boy
friends for everything One pays her rent,
another lets her drive
his car, another pointed and papered her
whole house and she
Wagged all she gave him was lunches and a
few daughterly
khans.
She sees the rent-payer on week-ends
and she also has a
truck driver staying with her off and on
when he's in town. I
' don't know how she gets away with it
Shouldn't someone Liu
these chumps the score"
•
FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Don't worry
abate Si akespo. Some
nee don't rare what the score Is
as..11•1 ko they're in the
game.

DEAR ABBY: Illbat do you think
of'a president of a
bughless who cornea to work with
holes
his socks? This didn't happen his*
once, it is a regular thing
with him
He wears custom-made suits, and
drives a'Cadillac car,
but he gen around with great big
holes in (he heels of his
socks
WORKS FOR HIM
DEAR WORKS. I'd say he must be
married to a woman
who doesn't eve a darn
-•-
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DEAR ABBY: My husband is well over the age ot
collecting social security, but would you believe he is so vain he
won't put in for it because he doesn't want to admit his right
He is still running after women, too. Believe me, if he ever
catches any it will be perfectly harmless. I should know.
I have been touching up his hair for years, otherw
ise it
would be snow-white. Lately I have been telling him
it is time
he let his hair go "natural," for it is no crime for a
man his,
age to have white hair, but he says. no, he still wants
me to
touch it Up for him. If you were me, would you?
ELSA
DEAR ELSA: No. Tell him as long as theres no fire
in the
furnace, be may as well leave the snow on the roof.
omeememmimmimmommojipmeimmem.

DEAR ABBY The Itifter about the gal who was "FLAT
IN
BACK" reminded me of a friend of mine
She had a beautiful figure At least she looked like she
had
She went to one of Playboy clubs for an interview becaus
e she
wanted to be a "bunny."
Well, she didn't make it The reason was, she was "flat
in
back," too, and she'd always worn one of those foam rubber
fannies. Guess they want all their "cotton tails" to be
for real.
LOTTIE'S FRIEND
DEAR ABBY: Maybe you've never heard of a "false
fanny," but I know there must be such an item because
I saw
one advertised in a catalog. It was called, believe it or
not,
"THE LIVING END."
MARCIE
DEAR ABBY: How does a 20.year-old girl siho has just
announced her engagement with intentions to man-)
in the
summer tell her parents she thinks she had better get marrie
d
as soon as possible?
WORRIED•
DEAR WORRIED: In English. .Aod as soon as passible!

DEAR ABBY The Lady who sidled herself "FLAT
IN
BACK" and wanted to know whirs
it amid find a foam
rubber fanny is lucky. She hes all her
prehisiss behind her.
.
Those forerard-lositingagimens
5011eigandatiel111111116ey
seem to have detticstsd,theMseiven Is
the preposition tilt "It's
what's up front that es."
.
.
Net as. A few years back, smand
ammilahware MOO est
with•"(aisle derriere." (One Ina
i,I,,..l.l.IMI7,mos*
"FANCY THAT," is gal as thi alsrlis
tI
• --.
I won't say that the &wad kit such
an kw bit balm,
but ahnost no one maims them maystare.
So it "NW mon tbat
these "bras" for the family were a bust.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM B GLEESON,
Mowers, Esillwood, Hopkins, Minn

•

DEAR ABBY: There is a handaorne new
teller at the bank
where I deposit the company checks,
and he has me so
fluttered I hardly know what I'm doing.
This morning after I made my deposit
. he touched my
hand when he gave me my receipt, and I
nearly fainted. He
has the most beautiful smile. Abby, and
he seems to light up
when he sees me coming One of the
girls who works at the
bank said he asked her if I was engage
d or going with
somebody, so he must be interested in me.
How can I let him
know I would like to know him better
without'leing too
forward?
DEPOSITOR
DEAR DEPOSITOR: Just keep making those
deposits, and
watch the interest grow.

DEAR ABBY I am a divorced woman in my late
thirties
I am secretary to a very successful,. prominent
family man
who has a very fine reputation. He is always telling
everyone
what a wonderful wife he has, but you should see
this bird
operate behind closed doors.
I do receive an excellent salary, with many fringe
benefits,
but it seems that being mauled goes with the job.
He simply
cannot keep his hands off me I have threatened
to walk out if
he doesn't cut that stuff out He promises he will, but the
next
day he is right back, locking the office door, and seartin
g the
whole thing over again
I know you will say WALK CAT but it's not that easy I am
the sole support of myself, two children, and an invalid mother
This job is five minutes from my home, no carfare, no
lunches.
and as I have said, the pal is wonderful. Now vituit7
MAULED IN PHILLY
DEAR MAULED: Walk out, anyway. Your next
job may
net have as many triage benefits, but neither will it require
combat training.

DEAR ABBY. We have an old-maid neirObor who thinks
sbe is smart She named her cocker spaniel 'Lester" knowing
perfectly well that was my husband's n
dtrLie.
In the evening when she calls her
my husband goes to
the window and barks just to confuse her.
There have been times when I have called my husban
d
when he's down the road somewhere a
dog would come
running.
Isn't there something we can do
this' There surely
must be laws to protect respectable people against
being
humiliated publicly by people like her.. I'd
take her to court if!
thought ! could win
LES'rER'S WIFE
DEAR WIEE• if you have a bone to pick
with your
neighbor over her dog, better do it out of court.
A grown man
who would "bark" to confuse a neighbor who's calling
her dog
Is in no position to find fault with • practical joker.

DEAR ABBY - I am a freshrean at college and have
a
serious question to ask you When a boy tries to get
you to go
all the way by asking, "You wouldn't buy a pair of- shoes
without trying them on, would you?" What is a girl suppos
ed to
say'
STUPID
DEAR STUPID: *Til rather %buy a pair of shoes without
trying them as than get sleek with a pair that's been worn
by
everybody In tows."

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a husband
who retires
each night very early, except when a very attract
ive friend of
mine is visiting me for the evening?
He will stay up, and try to be in her company, showin
g off
and being very clever, witty, and charming all the
while.
Yet after this guest leaves. Rs will tell me that
he thinks
she Li conceited, selfish, and not at all pretty—which
certainly
is not true according to everyone else's evaluat
ion of her. Then
he says he cannot stand her, and wenders how I
can. Even my
children noticed this.
PERPLEXED
DEAR PERPLEXED: Actions speak louder than
words.

Sel IFPVgEga5

DEAR ABBY: Every year my husband gives a "birthday
party" for Ruby. his first wife who has been dead for 12 years
now All their old friends are invited and they have a regular
party for "Ruby"—food, drinks, birthday cake, and everything
Then they all go out to the cemetery to "talk" to Ruby and
leave her a piece of birthday cake.
I have no objections to my husband visiting Ruby's grave
on her birthday, or any other day, but this "birthday party,
really gets me. I've gone to two. Do I have to go to
any more'
And what do you think of such parties?
WONDERING

--mosso!
DEAR ABBY I went to a cocktail party where there weft
about 50 people iusi millingraround making small talk
A rather sexy looking gal spotted me from across the
room and pretty soon she was beside me starting up
a conversation When I realized that she had more than
a casual
interest in me, I thought I'd better put her straigh
t, so I told
her I was a married man. She then asked. "Happi
ly?" I
think that was an extremely imeasinal question for
one stranger
to ask another. What de you stappgag gm had in mind?
CARL
DEAR CARL: Some enchanted evening
DEAR ABBY You always tell
girls that men in uniform
are OK I would have agreed with
you a few years ago, but not
any more I learned my lessons
with a guy in the Air Force.
Boy, was he ever a wolf' I never
saw a guy work so fart in all
my life.
He was a perfect gentleman
as long as he was in unifor
m,
but the minute he got out of unifor
m he was a changed person.
•
-ANNIE LOU
DEAR ANNIE: You never
should have let him ta'ke his
uniform off.
DEAR ABBN'. What would you
think if your husband -could
hardly watt for the hunting
season to open And then he
took
off in the middle of the night
for a four-day hunting trip
and
forgot his rifle? I thank you.
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING I would
think that he did not intend
to shoot whatever it was
that he set out to hunt

DEAR ABBY: That guy who said
his "eye had begun to
rove" because his wife made breakfa
st every morning for him
in her nightgown, barefoot, with
her hair uncombed, had better •
find a better excuse
My wife has been getting my
breakfast in her nightgown
with her hair uncombed for
20 years, and to me she's
beautiful. •
I know lots of husbands who
fix instant coffee and grab a
store-bought donut and call it
breakfast because their wives
are too lazy to get out of bed
My doll prepares a breakfast for
me that's fit for a king.
It's either fresh juice, French
toast and. maple sirup, or
pancakes and sausages, or eggs
and bacon and home-m
ade
biscuits And plenty of REAL coffee.
So she doesn't comb her hair'
Who needs Elizabeth Taylor
at 6 30 in the morning?
LOUIE IN irLATBUSH
DEAR LOUIF.: Richard Burton,
maybe?

DEAR ABBY: Do you think a
man tato* would cheat on his
expilise account would cheat on
his wife? •
CHRISTY
DEAR CHRISTY: Only a man
who can't realm Mee round
figures.
-
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Long Pants
ForiVomen
Predicted

Tif

lection. Hemlines were pegged
at midpoint between hipbone
mad
Epas
ka.glikisk
.rthy,
dope for the LierY Aldrich
llupt lha hems at
batman taw mai five inches
'above the knee. That's longer
thin the jusikw oophisticatuir
shorties but eta but a lot of
testeA, Scro abort for comfort.

'Second Summate
NEW YORK r UPI)-A "second summer" program of 25
new vacation plans covering
Florida, Puerto Rico, Mexico,
Bermuda and the Bahamas is
offered by Eastern Airilues.
A -vacation planner" that
lets people work out their own
vacations in terms of coat and
the special things they like to
do Is contained in a -16-page
color booklet describing the
Package of 25 vacations.

CARD OF THANKS
,
We wish to express our sinTWO TRUCKS. One 51 Intercere thanks and appreciation By PATRICIA MCCORMA
CK
national electrical and one 1950
for each kindness shown us
Illasais or 713111142. Jan-IS-NC
NEW YORK (UPI) - Yves
Chevrolet ti-ton pkk-up. Phone
during the death of oar dear St. Laurent didn't
have a kin- More Visitors
753-7248.
TWO-BEDROOM
34-C
father and
bid& one
agnindtather, Mr. ky telescope .or a foggy crystal To Spain
from esliege,
John D. J
furnis
n.
TARRAOONA7Bpain (UPI)
ball when be predicted long
1965 LTD, power and, air, saethe country's director general
ed. Phone 711114677.
Our special thanks to Dr. pants suits
3-10-C
owner, low mileage. Phone 753will become cool- --Spain received 900,000 more of tourist activities
Scarborough and Dr. Lowery, monpiece
told the
visitors
in
the
first
eigh National
for females.
4516.
TWO-BEDROOM duplex, elecIMPLEMENT CO.
J-11-C
Touristic Accommoto Be. Alvin York and Bro.
Trend-setting American de- months of 1968 than in th dation Assembly
tric beat, dishwarher, garbage Industrial Road
753-1311
here
Norman Cuipepper, the Max signers,
1962 CHEVROLET Impale acshowing spring oolitic- corresponding period of 1967,
disposal and air conditioner.
J-10-C
Chun:hill Funeral Home and trolls
tion wagon. Good rubber, 2 new
to clothes buyers from
Good location. Phone 759-7279.
the singers and *and.
now tires. Air, power, 327 enstores wren the lend, do more
SERVICES OFFERED
J4-C
May God biess each of you. than spice
gine, automatic totnaninhon.
MSWel to Yesterday's Puzzle
their collections with
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Lawrence,
Phone
753-6977.
John D.
FURNISHED AFAMMENT_
_FOR _YOUR HOME ALTERAsuits. They-re showing the+
- -Mm
Johnson, Mrs. Carl outfits as nonchiantl
couple or college boys. Phone 100 x 150 FT. LOT. Phone 753TIONS and REPAIRS or REumnou
00000
y
as
they
ACROSS
2-Eggs
Arteberry and families.
7534546.
00E1000 01000MM
MODELING. FREE estimates.
34-C 1960 CHEVROLET Impair
3-10-C 4516.
parade dresses and suits.
3-Act
00 0000
Orion
1-Parent (calton.)
1TP
door harctop. V-8, automotic Call 7534172 or 433-4651.
Most of the pants suits seen
4-Solar disk
FOUR PRIVATE rooms with
TWO-STORY MUCK, close to
00000 01110
4-To the loft
train. Phone 753
5-Strength
3-23-C
in early collections have hip
Emma
mon
um
chen privileges for boys. Phone town and university, 5 bed9-Prohibit
6-Harvest goddess
CARD OF THANKS
-1244.3-10length jackets or tunics. The 12-Hall!
uamon EMUCIUU9
753-8546.
NOTICE: We repair all makes,
3-10-C rooms, 2 baths, screened in
7-Note of scar
We would like to take this length of these nicely takes 13-Drink heavily
OCOM 00=
porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3403.
It-Systematic
1963 CHEVROLET, 327, straight vacuum cleaners, toasters, mia- means to
MIE10011M NE1000
ROOMS FOR BOYS available
thank all the friends care of the rearview - consid- Id-Macaw
argument in
Jan -$C shaft, 2-door hardtop. Extra ad, irons, heaters, all
all
WV
MOOLITI 00MM
and neighbors who helped with aired not attractive when s wo- 15-Restricts
January 10. Unit for 10 boys,
writing
000 100000 BOO
owner, $875.00. Phone ,appliances. Ward & Elkins, 400 the taking
d
will rent only to group of 10. BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick nice, one
down and stripping man not built for pants wears 17-Long-legge
9-Nobleman
E1000
09DM 00
bird
435-4342.
Jan -30-C of my tob
3-10-C Nalila• 10-Exist
Completely private showers and home. Dining room, family
same.
acco crop.
DROCIUGI W0M000
19-Leen
Ii-Rodent
MgM1.42 UMIT13
kitchen. Phone 7534360. J-10-C room, GE kitchen, including dis- 1967 MUSTANG, a red convert, WILL DO IRONING in my
Thanks also far the many That means all of you out 20-Edible
14-Mature
roetstoc
posal and dishwasher. Large lot, ible, 6-clinder, automatic trans- home. Call 753-2384 Reason- cards, flowers and prayers „hale'there who have been waiting
18-Courage
HOLF WANTED
21-Cease
fenced back yard. Upper tired mission. One owner, local car; able.
28-Bogged down
45-Beverage (pl.)
3-13C I was in the hospital. Your for the pants suit fit in the 23-Regular oHicial 20-Trot
33-Clue
46.Greek letter
tin. Call for appointment to see 13,000 actual males. 37,000 more
kindness we. deeply appreciat.
h nt
as district
21 -Mort 'cation
WANTED: part time office
duties
m=
girl. after 5:00
34-Crty in Georgia
47 Free of
p. m. and weekends, miles of factory warranty on, WILL 1)0 SEWING an& iron- ed.
might
22-Caudal
accept gfi
General office work and sales.
thema.wa
lny 2?-Rabbits
36-Developed
48 Bright star
753-3123.
Pa -vin (Sam) Paffichall and the office even- as St. Laurent 29-Court order
&Wanting's
power train. 1966 Chevrolet un- Lug in my home. Phone 753311-Firn
49-Temporary bed
No typing. Reply in writing to
24-Due to be paid
30-Quiet!
3-10.0
Family
40-Figure of speech 50-Before
pata.'4-doOr radon, white with 50M/.
ITC predicted.
P. 0. Box 82-1. c/o Ledser and 2-BEDROOM frame house, el
25-Staves
31-Goal
41-0mi from
And you who have been
53-Symbol for
Times.
26-English county
TEC irk heat, completely redecorat- Woe interior. 32; CID, V-8 MA- .41TO ALL OUR FRIENDS'
32-14Mbes less thick
pronunciation
tantalum
waiting for skirt lengths to drop 34-Soutbern
bomatic tramaision, plower
ed,
new
carpet
throughout
.
Lot
WANTED: partinie
We deeply appreciate liall
dramatical
ly
steering
bbeefebierl
and
factory
have
air.
.
loA
*Wham
90' x 180', plenty of shade trees.
&ridge-Tunnel
_Ms 8-cinder Chevrolet,
else to face up to. Sheet
cal one owner-oar that is above many kindnesses and acts 9f
(Roman
IMInamlaision. Age 21 to 40. Ste- Shown by appointrirent only average. Parker Ford Used Car 'thoughtfulness :done for us dor- For Tokyo
.-effilakerf)
-maxi minis halfway betalleal
Call
753-1836
after
4
p.
TOKYO
m.
1UPI
1 - A bridge- knee and hipbone
ody employment, fringe boneDept Phone 753-5273.
- also MOB --.11140:1•1
3-10-C Mg my recent prolonged
3
:13-C
riarciwirin
We will never forget the tunnel to link two capes at the certain to stay on the
- fib. Wrhe P. O. Box 32-L c/
Amerield 117-Go
entrance
of
Tokyo Bay Is beLedger and Times.
FOUR BEDROOM byick hom 1965 PLYMOUTH Fury III 2- many friends who came and ing planned
scene.
by thy Construcdoor hardtop. 31.8 CID, V-8 au- helped in stripping my tobacco.
A wide-legged pants suit in. .4118Alionata
tion Ministry.
MAC h ANN'S Truck Stop Cid!e for sale. Priced for quick sale *anodic be/remission,- power
3.
Many other friends brought
by owner. 1612 Loch Lomond Dr.
the
Bill Blass collection was 42-Otherwise
Highways
already
Wants waitress and cook. Phone
have been
43-Lease
steering. A one owner Paris, flowers, gifts and helped In so
Call
John
typical
Redden
in
of those taking care of
Mayfiel
Constructe
d
around.4924147 or 492-8700.
the bay
44-Volcanic
Tenn. automobile. A
.144-C at night 247-5117, daytime
gold many ways.
247
but the Ministry feels the Tok- the-rearview. It had a tunic top
emanation
beauty with vinyl ipterior and
It was so nice to be renown- yo metropolitan area
5346.
WANTED: Secretary now
3-11-C
needs a and was high belted.
46-Throng
factory air. 1965 Ford Mustang, hired by 'the Y. W. A. girls loop to
ugh August, $300 to $350.00.
Chuck
ease
Howard,
traffic.
for Townley, 48-Shilness
The bridge
Fluency in Spanish for full sal- THREE-BEDROOM • brit* with 2-door hardtop, maroon, with from Hazel Baptist Church by and tonne] will be built be- was big on wide legged pajama
SI-Part of body
air-conditioner, drapes and car-.289 CID, V-13, automatic trans- decorating a tree and singing tween K
a n n-o n and Futtsu pants treatments. A red and
ary. Call Dr. Parr, 7624289
52-Musical study
pet. Near University„ $14,500 mission and air tronditioning carols.
Gapes,
a
distance
753-8706.
of
-about two white tablecloth check pajama 54-Rocky hill
' J-94 Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.
m Another local one owner car
We will treasure in our
suit was topped with a white 55-Cyprineid fish
WANTED: Baby sitter. ResponJ-14-C that is clean and sharp: Parker hearts always the many many
SO
vertically pleated and sleeve- SG-Europeans
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753- ' lovely things done for us by
sible lady to sit for
BUENOS
all child,
Allir,S
,UPI)-Ar
FOR
less
top.
57-Devoured
53
approximately 13 hours a week.
J-10-C ell our friends.
gentines 'claim the largest ca•
One of the strongest state762-4472.
3.0.p OLIVER 00 Tractor and 12
Mr. and Mrs. Henry .I. West sino in the world•is at Mar del
DOWN
1964 DODGE Polars, 4-door se
ments
for
short skirts was made
Plata, a seaside resort 240
disc, ploW end trailer, $250.00. din, light
Hazel, Kentucky.
blue with 383 CID
PART - TIME WORK-Excelin the junior sophisticates' col1-Shallow vessel
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, inc. 8
miles
south
of
Buenos
Aires.
Phone 4305444.
ITC
V-8, automatic transmission,
lent earnings. Field Enterprises
power
steering
and factory air.
• Educational Corporation; World 1963 CHEVROLET pick-up V
Book / Childeraft representat- automatic, custom cab, radio A local one owner car.that is
exceptiona
lly clean. 1960 Chev- PEANU
toes needed in some school ar- Good truck, $600.00 phone 489TS
eas. Write fully to Mr. Ray E511.
3-9-NC rolet Impala, blue 2-door se
PEG6q FLEMING AND I USED TO
dan, 283 CID, V-8 automatie
Shreve; P. 0. Box 726; May. BEFORE I BECAME
5K4TE TOGETHER QUITE OFTEN ...
field, Kentucky 42066; or call IF carpet beauty don't show? transmission, good transportaBIG-TIME !
247-4618 for information. . Clean it right and watch it glow. tion at $255.00. Parker Ford
'Use Blue Lustre. Rent electric Used Car Dept. Phone 753.
P
sampooer $1. Western Auto
J- 10-C
MONEY WORRIES ? ? ? ? 7 Store.
•
J-114 1900
OLDSMOBILE, 4-door
. Clear up those blues by
RUGS
ardtop.
a
Radio,
and
Mg a few hours daily
power steering
Cent for less
with-Blue Lanni 'Rent elec- nd brakes. Excellent condition.
* an AVON territory. Write:
tric
Phone
'Windso
153-8163 after 4:00 p. m.
r $1. Tidwell's
Evelyn L Brown, Avon Mgr.,
Dist. 440, Shady Grove Rood, Paint Store.
J-11-C
3-10-C
Marion, Ky. 43064.
H-3-10-C GOOD 36"
range. Phone 1967 AMC Ambassador 990, 4.
WANTED: Baby sitter for 15 753-2816.
J-8NC door, 13,000 miles, air-conditioned, power steering, like
month old boy in my home, 5
GOOD USED practice piano.
, $2100. Phone 7534710 afS••
days a week Must furnish own
Call 753-7646.
3-8-C er five p. m.
transportation. Phone 753-7332.
3-10-C
3-14-C "PIANO AND ORGAN SALEBring your truck or trailer.
NOTICE
DENTAL ASSISTANT. Some Fantastic
Bargains-Your ComSHE'S PRACTICING HER
typing required. Write giving
plete Music Store, across from
three references to P. 0. Box Post
ONCE
DON'T
TYPING LESSONS
WE
FOR
Office, Paris, Tenn. Tom
32-R, c/o Ledger and Times.
Loner& Piano Co."
H-J-9-C
WORR
HAVE
Y
J-10•C

lam gums* nlozo,
Iwo, 1 block frepa einsipos. Call

JANUARY SPECIAL
TO 35 Ferguson Trader
Live PTO, Extra Nice
-AndM. F.41 Dell491 Trader
Kann Mee
STOKES TRACTOR

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

JANUARY SPECIAL
MF-35 Tractor
Power Spread Wheels
Live PTO, New Tires
Very Good
STOCKS TRACTOR
a
IMPLEMENT CO.
lawhastrial Road
753.1319
J-10-C
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is

s well over the age a'
tou believe he is so vain he
want to admit his right
too. Believe me, if he ever
less. I should know.
iir for years, otherwise it
been telling him it is time
s no crime for a man his'
no, he still wants me to
would you?
ELSA

ig as theres se fire in Me
mow on the reef.

k of a husband who retires
a very attractive friend of

her company, showing off
arming all the while.
will tell me that he thinks
all pretty-which certainly
)'s evaluation of her Then
iiders how I can. Even !Tv
PERPLEXED
peak louder than words.
IMMO

LII party where there were
laking small talk
ted me from across the
ie me starting up a cashed more than a casual
iut her straight, so I told
ien asked, "Happily?" I
question for one stranger.._
she had in mind?
CARL

evening.
••••

'iris that men in uniform
a few years ago, but not
a guy in the Air Force.
a guy work so fast in all

ng as he was in uniform,
e was a changed person.
. ANNIE LOU

d have let him take hi*

nk if your husband Could
open And then he took
our-day hunting trip and
WONDERING

nk that he did not intend
Ito hurit.

I his "eye had begun to
t every morning for him
hr uncombed, had better

akfast in her nightgown
ram and to me she's

atant coffee and grab a
rat because their wives

rne that's fit for a king
and. maple sirup, or
bacon and home-made

needs Elisabeth Taylor
OUIE IN FLATBUSH

laybe?

who would cheat on his
fe?
CHRISTY

I can't mein Wee retail
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

-,st6b4

II

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller

TO

LUBRICATION and clean up STANDARD STAPLES. Stock up
man. Apply in person, Sanders now! Fteguar $1.10 for a box of
& Purdom Motor Sales, 1406 5000; price now slashed to only
Main.
3-10•C 60 cents during month of January. Help us clear our excess
WANTED AT ONCE, man for stock. At your Office Supply NICE 'BEDROOM, furniabad.
full time general store Work. More, the Ledger & Times.
College boys or working nee,
'Must be sober, dependable mid
3-25-NC 300 Woodlawn, 753-8044. Electwilling to work. Good wages,
ric heat.
38-C
paid vacations, chance of ed. 1967 MONARCH 12' x 58' trailer
'
with
wall-to-wal
l
carpeting
pests,
of
Get
they
rid
won't
vancement. Answer giving 3 reve on their own. Termites go
ferences to P. 0. Box 32-M, throughout, furnished all electric.
Phone
753-7254
or see at right on eating if you ignore
c/o Ledger & Times, Murray,
lot 25, Shady Oaks Trailer Park. them. Kelly's Pest Control is
3-20-C the answer. Locally owned and
EXPERIENCED A & H salesoperated for 20 years. We can
man with successful record for FANCY GUPPIES-42.00 pair be reached 24 hours • day. If
manager trainee position. Man or 2 pair for $3.00. 753-7407. It's • pest call us. Phone 753J-9-P 3914.
selected must be able to instruct and train personnel for FALL AND
Maribor Chamber of ComWINTER fabrics
life and disability. Please send greatly
reduced, woolens, cor- merce and Builders Association
complete resume to John Ham- duroys, drip
drys and perman- LCP-195.
let, Personnel Department, P. ent press.
Nesbitt Fabric Shop, Kelley's Peet Control, 100
0. Box 1097, Owensboro, Ken- 641 South.
South 13th Street, Phone 753Phone 492-8211.
tucky.
3-10-C
J-9-C 3914.
ARC REGISTERED German CLIFFORD GULF SERVICE at
Shepherds, 7 weeks old. Phone 5 points offers free with each
For All Your
642-4257. Robert T. Taylor, oil ehange, filter change and
Real Estate Needs
Route 2, Paris, Term.
3-10-P lubrication (American cars),
White Dover Ironstone dinner.
-CallGUY SPANN REAL ESTATE MALE POINTER bird clog, 8 wear. Value from 99 cents to
months old, $25.00. Pure bred $2.99. First come first choice.
Fhene 753-7724
H-1TC English Shepherd puppies, $5.00 January 6 thru January 9 oneach. C. A. Boyd, Puryear, 17.
3-8-C
Tenn. 247-5458.
1-10-C
FAMIL SHOE STORE. 510 Main.
PORTABLE Electric Organ, ex- Your boot
headquarters for
JANUARY SPECIAL
cellent condition. Call 753-7430. men and boys. Exclusive dealMF45 'Tractor
J-10-C ers for these notionally adverLive PTO, Multi-Power
tised brands. Acme, Red Wing,
Transmission
FOR LEASE
Hawkeyes Wellington, Dingo.
STOKES TRACTOR
Texas and Diamond brands, in
FOR LEASE: Commercial building about 2,400 square feet dress, casual and wort Ikon
IMPLEMENT CO.
3-14C
floor
space, paved parking
Industrial Road
753-1314
space Available Feb. 1. Phone ELECTROLUX SAMS& $ae
J-10-C
753-3896 or 753-3482.
.1-10-C vies, Box 2111 Murray, Ky, C.
M. ganders. Mae 3111.11170.'
Lynnville, Ky
Feb.-5-NC

JANUARY CLEARANCE

ABOUT ,OUR NEIGHBOR
SNOOPING
ON US

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
VOU WERE MAGNIFICENT,
CHARLIE. THE PEOPLE WILL
ACCEPT 'IOU AS THE REAL
KING KA SPINIER - UNTIL
THAT BEAST DECIDES
TO RETURN AND TRY
TO TAKE ovER,TN

TO KEEP Am'
VE ON HIM!
DON'T 'TRUST
HIM FOR A
MINUTE!!

COUNTRY
AGAIN'

& OIL
••••••
Me by Ilbai brim *mirk•
•1,

ur Abner

by Al Capp
T'S BEEN A GRAND \
-YOU'VE
DAN
SNAPPED 2SPINES,
FRACTURED4SKULLS,
AND BEAT AN OUTLAW
TO A PULP WITH HIS
OVA)NORSK!!

TONE factory leen Moe
aid batteries for all make
aide Wallis Drugs.
H-117)

1/3 MARK DOWN
ON NUMEROUS ITEMS

THEN WHY WERE
YOU WORKING SO
HARD To FIND
HIM?

WANTED TO BUY

CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP
37,9

WANTED: 1,000 barrels of dry
No. 2 yellow ear corn Will
pRy highest market prices. Calloway County Soil Improvemerit Association. Phone 7533-11-C
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•
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• etirement Years
•In a Condomini
By DOROTHEA

M. BROOKS yond reach and sorting game-

tic., have resulted in an alarm=
KEW YORK (UM - los ins defIckencY of apartments
most families approaching the and small homes They become
retirement years bonging looms aware of tax escalation clauses.
as a big question.
one-year Wesel, and they hear
Often, retirement man= •of staggering rent increases
move of some
Possibly
Use end of each tease period.
big one to a different climate. In suburban Westchester
Perhaps • retirement coat- County. New York. a high cost
muntty, or to full-time reel- area whose seats* have indence at what has best' blis creased
much as $45 per
Ismailara ascend.
taw vessailease renewats
retirees,
Many
however, pre- and where the law range of
fer to go right on list* where new hemline construction now
they are, among family asill hips
reached $38.91,00 on a half.
friends, familiar
gcte pia, a leading builder
Usually it's Just agur
=
eir
:
1
making an effort to solve the
a home that's too large, taigas
inflationary dollar dilemma tlY
too much effort to maintain,
creating an age-oriented
.•
Pao expensive.
conthbiglH
A smaller toms trimcontrols.
ment, seems the.answer. UngerBuilder David Bogdanoff sees
tunately, the older couple reay the condominium
form of ownhave much less chance dr
ership as
the only secure
choice in the search for a
hedge for the older family
smaller home than the new), against
after an
this growing inflation
Af014APOSTANI .11EILINIE5 CRASH'S IIMAR tONOON WpiCitage is scattered widely
married couple.
in housing emits."
Afftianistam Ariani Airlines Boeing 727 jetliner,em' shed in fog at London Oat-wick AirThe retiree's relatively fixed
port. The plane smashed into a two-story house,sfid blew apart in flames in a nearby field.
One Ceesninnity
and sometimes small income is
killing 4h of 62 persons aboard and two ollJ)yer's -in the demolished house. (Cublrielrolt,)
His multi-million dollar Jefpitted against ever rising living
costs which the young family, ferson Village in Yorktown is
with earning capacity on 4.he designed to provide the most
Art In Oti B• at• h
with artistic ceramic mosaic
rise can cope with more easily. constant costs possible for the
YORK UPI) - You mural, says the Tile Council of
N
Retirees today generally older family. As an example,
ea• add an enduringly elegant America.
search a housing market where Initial prices for the aparth to your bathroom wall
prices have soared beyond their ments ranged from $19,200 to Federal State Market Neves Ser.
Jan.
8,
1990
vies
Wed.,
reckoning. In the city, rentals 420.S00. Currently the range Is
arfor readily available apart- $13.700 to $23,000 For families tacky Pure base Area
uying
ments keep spiraling. In sub- who contracted at the initial ket Report Includes 1
urbia, too, prices often are be. price, however, monthly costa Stations.
1411 OUTe Blvd.
have not gone up although the Receipts 865
estimated
▪ SIVIKI PICKUP and DELIVERY value of their property has.
ws and Gilts,
940 today;
"obese 711114SU
ihmtrIPIgss CbanIng
Bogdanoff said mortgage Steady;
Steady to Ze
rates, tax assessments and even Higher.
electrical consumption rates are US
lbs $18.39-19.(10.
at relatively fixed levels beFew 1-2 $19.75:
cause of the nature of the pro/.
2-3 190-240 lbs 518.75-1940,
ect whieb-requires that at
24 230-260 Lbs $77.75-18.50.
one member of a family be aO U$34 250-290 lbs 517.00-17.75;
52 or older and that thorn be SOWS:
no children attend
public
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 11425-15.50;
schools, Main
cost, of
US 1-3 300400 lbs 513.00-14.25;
IN W. Mein Street
Flamm) ISI-Kin
cburse, I varIabut. BogdaUS 2-3 400400 lbs 112.50-13.00.
noff explain
condominium

• Ur

as

cz

at

a.,
gaggsggegATuNa angaart Dr. Le Minh Tn. South Vietnam's muuster of education, hem
cessereri with blood in A Saigon street near his burning car after Viet Cong terrorists
teased .a band itteirade into the vehicle The driver ot the car was killed and Tri and a
/ Radiophoto)
rworternisreN
wesatied.
Kolas Pim 35

Taipei MON
TAIPEI. Taiwan
ATS11115 (UPI) - The Na- China Airlines plans to inautional Tourist Organization of gurate nights to the United
Greece has alleineed Olineirtee- States early in 1970. using two
ton of 35 new bolls mina a
total capacity of 7,341 beds. As
of the end of October. MIL the moms. brIgegIng the total of
country's hotel tapacitY num- hotel beds be Greece be 116.1198.
bered 2.311 units with 52,601

New Needs

•

Boeing 707 Jetliners It now has
on order.
The twice weekly service win
be Tape! - Tokyo - Hawaii-San
Francisco, a spokesman said.
Funds for the $20 million plane
purchase will come from the
Import-Export Bank and private American banks.

Sy

Market Report

College Cleaners

owners exclse control over
the cost f property managemerit.
Mphihly carrying charges are
ible to the extent that a
family making a greater down
payment will have smaller
monthly outlay while one paying a minimum down will have
A maximum tax deduction.
Monthly carrying charges specify amounts allocated for
Maintenance, mortgage payments and real estate taxi*
and the last two are deductible

THIS BEEF trTEW is etc!, y planned,for today's meal-and for tomorrow's, too. Half of
the recipe is served iri.a1rediateiy. while the other half is frozen away for future use.
% cup finely
Pecl
mak*
crumbs.
WADYsalt
.1
) package
1 (10
ran mixed
vegetables. thawed
teaspoon crushed
thyme
teaapean pepper
1 e12'ounce) package
hash brown potatoes
thaineed
tatkespoons butter or
- margarine. melted
-4 slices process American
cheese., cut in 14-inch
strips
Combine beef, 2 tableapoons
mushtomato sauce with
rooms, egg. onion, bread
crumbs and salt. shape into
'small meatballs.
'In skillet brown meatballs:
pour off fat Stir in remaining
mush tomato sauce with
'Morns. mixed vegetables
thyme and pepper: simmer s
minutes.

Iteltrivriiint.• drain potatoes. '
8 small onions, quartered
if necessary, and press over
Coat beef with flour. Is
bottom of 10 x 6 2-inch bakDutch oven or large heavy
ing dish, drizzle butter over
skillet brown meat in oil. Add
potatoes and -broil until lightwater, tomato sauce with
ly browned
mushrooms, chili powder, garSpoon in meatball Mixture.
lic and salt_ Simmer. covered.
Arrange cheese strips in lat114 hours.
tice pattern over top.
Add vegetables: simmer.
Bake at 375 F.for 20 to 25
covered, 45 minutes more Of
minutes or until hot and lightuntil meat and vegetables are
ly browned. Serves 6.
'
tender.
TWO MEAL BEEF STESIS
Reserve half 'of stew for
3 pounds lean beef
dinner tonight.
stewing meat. cut In
To make Beefy Bundles for
It -inch cubes
freezing, cut four 18 x 14-inch
re cup flour
pieces of heavy duty alumi14 cup pure vegetable oil
num foil.
1 quart hot water
Divide the remaining half of
2 IS ounce, cans tomato
the beef stew equally among
sauce with mushrooms
the pieces of foil. Bring up
2 tablespoomchill powder
edges of foil and seal securely
2 small cloves ne4te.
with doubt. foil Freeze until
crushed
ready to use
2 teaspoons salt
To heat frozen bundles,
6 medium potatoes, pared
place in a 350 F. oven for 33
and cut in eighths
to 45 minutes (carefully open
It medium carrots, pared
bundles to check)
and sliced
The entire recipe serves 8

Income tax items, under federal
and state By.
At Jefferson Village 1.000
apndontinittin apartments are
included in the overall plan
which also provides for private
nousine, recreational, shopping,
professional and cultural facilities, ranging from a minimum
Validity apartment included in
-6 Multi-story unit housing 12
-apartments to a deluxe twobedroom apartment with carbets in a single level structure
containing only two units
For a typical single-bedroom
-apartment costing $17,400, with
a 'maximum mortgage of $13.500. Bogdanoff explained,
monthly costs break down to
$1.39-.--$81 interest and amortiration. 636 real estate Mime
both Income tax deductible. end
03 maintenance. Should the
i.partment be built for cash,
Monthly carrying costs would
be. $58-the $35 tax deductible
real estate taxes, and the $25
maintenance
The overall Village plan, in
addition to the apartments,
calls for' a nine-hole golf,
course, swimming pools, tennis
courts. a 55-acre shopping
plaza, seven - acre .commercial
area for the sole Use of residents, nine acres of specialty
'structures including a professional building and guest house,
a shopping village designed
along Colonial lines, a community auditorium: hobby
rooms. and 155 private homes
to be built around the perimeter of the age-oriented coma
unIty.
The apartments are being
built In neighborhood clusters
using the hills, streams and
other natural topography of
the land to create separate
groupings. Each apartment ie
completely self-contained, controlling its crwn heating and
sir conditioning, and including
electric clothes washers and
dryers, dishwashers, and other
appliances, and patio Or terrace.

JANUARY

MEN'S CLOTHING
& FURNISHINGS

CL

a prey good supper without a
lot of trouble
Ned P. make some more toast
birefeldr. because when you
mart in on chkken-n-dumplins
there is just no stopping place
Gael they are all gone. We topped off this delicacy with soma
of the fruit cake that Myrtle
Fenner sells. Just to be frank
about it we at two pieces of
fruit mkt and Artie thnte nuts
sal a cherry.
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ClITUNKS OF CHICKEN. tomato sauce with tomato Mts.
eaves and green pepper top off Chicken Noodle Potluck
,
.

Courtesy HuseTWerusse Tools
CHICSAK STRIPS make topping for novel casserole that
ornnaiama hash brains potatoes with 'flavorful meatbelle.
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New
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SAVE NOM SEE OUR QUALITY SELECTION

(Continued Prom Pries 1)
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MONEY HEADQUARTERS

SEEN 1 BEARD ...
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It saves on
________
Two at tallay's recipes Cidcken Neethe Potluck and
Ititato-Burger P5.-are Mot
up Mesa eseapany's
esiabag. Thefee hst. hearty
sad am be aselmedi alma/
The Mini'lineation, Beef
Stew, is a good fernily meal
for a cold evening. We think,
too, that cooks will like the
Idea of making enough far
twe nereale-one served immedialegy.nis other frozen away
In halliableal foil packets for
Inters VIOL
allICKEN NOODLE
- POTLUCK
44 'Mt ereannstyie
metal" cheese
54 cep aver cream
1 egg, beaten
cup sliced green onions
111fi taisqpiesn salt
Mom wide noodles
poked and drained
$ din large pieces
cooked chicken
2 (11 ounce cans or 1
(15 ounce can tomato
sauce with tomato bits
Irs cup pitted ripe olives,
sliced
Ls cup chopped green
pepper
cup dry white wine or
water
2 tablespoons flour
It teaspoon oregano
1 cup shreddea mild
• cheese (like Monterey
Jack or Swiss ,
cottage cheese
Combine
sour cream. egg. onions and
salt,
Arrangehalf of noodles la/
ch
p
bottom of 12 x 8 x 2-tric
tage
gig dish, top with
"NOW mixture.
atiedies
1 AILlead‘
noirellitiege
C"- ' mckee. temato
gauce with/tenet* bits, dives.
green miter. wine, flour and
°reggae° spoon over needke•
e with cheese Bake at
V. for 35 to 40 minutes
dir -until browned and bubbly
Let stand 5 minutes before'
sing Serves 6 to 8.
P(YrATO-BILAGER PIE
1 pound lean ground beef
2 111 ounce) cans tomato
sauce with mushrooms
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When
mower, the Outdoor Power
1111PAIMarent Institute 'Wellies,
keep your feet Clear of the
mower's blades at all times
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